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4. Committee Reports 

4.1 Water Pricing Structure - Two Step Consumption Charge Review 
 
Delivery Program Financial Services 

Objective To review the water consumption pricing structure. 

      
 

Background 

At the April 2017 Finance Committee meeting Council considered a report on 
the water pricing structure. That report examined options to change the 
consumption pricing, which is currently based on a two-step system, along 
with options to review the access charge. 
 
The recommendation from the Finance Committee meeting, which was 
adopted at the April 2017 Ordinary meeting, was as follows: 
 
1. That Council retain the existing water charging structure for 

2017/2018. 
 

2. That Council receive a report on having a separate water consumption  
charge for residential and non-residential properties that achieves the 
same level of consumption income in total. 

 
This report responds to point two of that resolution, with the focus being on the 
consumption pricing structure. 
 
The next report in this agenda examines the access charge pricing structure. 
 
Key Issues 

• Equity of our water billing structure 
• Impact of any changes on customers and consumption income 
Information 

For the 2016/17 rating year, which is the latest completed financial year, water 
consumption was charged at a rate of $2.14 per kilolitre (KL) for the first 350 
kilolitres used per annum and $3.22 thereafter. The pricing for the 2017/18 
year is $2.18 and $3.27. The premium for over 350 kilolitres is approximately a 
50% price increase. This is referred to as a two-step pricing structure. 
 
The April 2017 Finance Committee report provided background to the current 
structure with relevant extracts from that report as follows. The complete 
report is available on Council’s website. 
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Water meters were installed in Ballina Shire in the early 1980s. Before this 
time a simple flat charge system was in place per property. An allowance 
based water charging structure existed from the early 1980s until the early 
2000s. This structure consisted of a flat water charge per property that 
provided an allowance for water consumption (usually 400 kL of water per 
annum per property) before “excess” water charges were levied. A part rebate 
was available for low water users. 
 
This billing system meant that consumers with lower water consumption 
subsidised higher users, as low water consumers paid for water consumption 
not used (everyone had the 400 kL allowance). 
 
In 2001/02 Council introduced a fairer billing structure based on a “user pays” 
model. Each property now pays a fixed water access charge (effectively an 
access or availability charge) and a consumption charge. The water access 
charge, at that time, did not consider the size of the water meter connected to 
the property or the number of occupancies (eg flats, units, granny flats) 
situated on the property.  
 
A two tier step “water consumption” charge was levied for all water consumed 
(in addition to the fixed access charge). Water consumption was charged at a 
set rate for the first 350 kL consumed per property per annum, and then was 
charged at a higher rate per kL thereafter. 
 
High water consumers now subsidise low water consumers, as they pay a 
higher rate once they reach the second step, whereas the actual cost of water 
to Council does not change.  
 
In 2005/06 Council reviewed the “user pays” water billing structure based on 
guidelines provided by the NSW Office of Water (NSWOW). Whilst Council 
was already pricing based on a “user pays” model, some significant changes 
were made to our water billing charging structure (and sewer for non-
residential customers) as a result of implementing the NSWOW pricing 
guidelines. 
 
The major changes made were: 
 
• Water access charges were levied based on the water meter size, rather 

than levying a flat charge per property, regardless of the water meter size. 
This recognised the potential of larger water meters to use more water 
during peak demand periods. 
 

• Water access charges were levied on each strata unit, regardless of 
whether they were separately metered or not. If the strata complex only 
has one water meter, water consumption charges increase to the higher 
step rate if water consumption at the whole strata complex exceeds the 
number of units multiplied by the 350 kL allowance per unit. 

 
The 2007 NSWOW guidelines recommend that the residential water access 
charges should generate 25% of total water income, with the remaining 75% 
to be generated from water consumption charges. Our consumption charges 
income is around 66% of our combined access and consumption income. 
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Our current step rate water consumption billing system is based on the 2007 
NSWOW guidelines. The increasing tariff was intended to persuade 
consumers to use less of our water resource, otherwise pay a higher rate per 
kilolitre.  
 
NSWOW changed their stance on the inclining step rate tariff and delivered a 
circular in March 2011 recommending local water utilities consider introducing 
a single rate per kilolitre, providing that around 75% of total residential 
customer income was generated from water consumption charges (to retain a 
strong pricing signal to consumers).  
 
Arguments in favour of the switch to a single per kilolitre rate include: 
 
• A single rate per kilolitre is more equitable 

o Council buys water in bulk from Rous County Council at a single 
rate per kilolitre 
 

o Higher users such as schools, clubs, nursing homes, caravan 
parks etc are subsidising the lower water users. 
 

o Under our current billing structure, properties such as residential 
flats that have a single meter, but multiple occupancies, are billed 
for most of their water consumption at the higher rate, even 
though, on an individual basis, they may be low water users. 
 

o Caravan and mobile home parks are currently charged for the 
majority of water consumed at the higher rate, however, under the 
relevant Residential Park legislation, the park owner can only seek 
reimbursement from tenants of the park at the lower rate. 

 
• Other water utilities apply a single rate 

o Major water utilities such as Sydney Water and Gold Coast City 
levy water consumption charges at a single rate per kilolitre. 
Brisbane City use an increased tariff system however, the 
difference between the step rates is only small. Lismore City levy 
water consumption charges at a single rate per kilolitre. 

 
• A single rate per kilolitre is consistent with IPART best practice billing 

o In 2009/10 Sydney Water (services 4.3 million people), moved 
from a two tier based charging structure to a single rate per 
kilolitre. This change was adopted following a review of their 
pricing by the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal 
(IPART).  
 
In recommending this change, IPART stated that recent rain, 
desalination and increased recycling have eased concerns over 
water scarcity, reducing the need for the pricing signal provided by 
the two-tier system. 

 
• A consistent single charge per kilolitre still provides a pricing signal 

o In 2000/01 our water consumption charges were $0.70/kL and 
$0.95/kL for the higher step. In 2016/17 they are $2.14 and $3.22 
respectively. This now represents a 50 percent increase on top of 
the lower rate. 
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o A concern is that the cost difference between the step rates is 

becoming extreme with the second step rate now more than $1 per 
kilolitre higher than the first step rate. This cost difference will 
continue to increase. 

 
• Simplifies water bills for our customers and our staff 

o A single rate per kilolitre provides for a much simpler and justifiable 
water billing system. This also creates a water account that is 
easier to read and easier to compare cost to water consumption. 
 

o It removes any complexities for customers that tenant their 
property and have tenants reimburse them for water consumption 
costs. This is especially the case if tenancy changes during a year 
and previous tenants have already exceeded the water allowance 
for the first step. 
 

o It simplifies our internal administration and creates efficiencies for 
water billing modelling. 

 
• A single rate per kilolitre will be consistent with our pricing for recycled 

water 
 

• Customer education and awareness for water demand management has 
reduced the need for a two step rate 

o Significant customer water saving education has increased 
customer’s awareness of the importance to minimise their water 
consumption to save water and therefore save money. The water 
saving message has worked and as a result, it is considered that a 
single rate per kilolitre is a sufficient pricing signal to encourage 
water conservation.  

 
The current charging structure derives approximately 66% of charges income 
from the consumption charge. It will be important to graduate this split 
upwards over coming years to reach the 75% target. This will ensure that the 
pricing signal to minimise water consumption remains strong. 
 
The primary consideration for this report is whether Council should graduate to 
a single rate per kilolitre consumption charge to reflect best practice. The 
secondary consideration is whether Council should increase the percentage of 
total water income received from consumption charges to reflect the best 
practice benchmark of 75% or more. 
 
In response to the April 2017 resolution modelling has been completed on 
water consumption data for the 2016/17 billing period to estimate a single rate 
for residential (to achieve the same level of residential consumption income in 
total) and a single rate for non-residential customers (to achieve the same 
level of non-residential consumption income in total).  
 
The resulting single rates for this scenario are shown in the following table. 
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Table One  - Single Step Rate for Residential and Single Step Rate for Non-Residential 

Category 
2016/17 

Consumption 
(KL) 

2016/17 
Charge 

($) 

2016/17 
Charges 
Income 

($) 

Single 
rate 

charge 
($) 

Difference 
to Step 1 
rate ($) 

Difference% 

Residential 2,513,715 2.14/3.22 5,558,184 2.21 0.07 3.27 

Non-Residential 677,382 2.14/3.22 1,944,907 2.87 0.73 34.11 

 
A single step rate for residential (to achieve the same level of residential 
consumption income in total) in the 2016/17 year would have been $2.21, or 
3.27% higher than the actual step one rate.  
 
A single step rate for non-residential (to achieve the same level of non-
residential consumption income in total) in the 2016/17 year would have been 
$2.87, or 34.11% higher than the actual step one rate.  
 
As a comparison modelling was also completed to estimate a single rate 
across all users to achieve the same level of consumption income in total.   
 

Table Two – Single Step Rate for all users 

Category 
2016/17 

Consumption 
(KL) 

2016/17 
Charge 

($) 

2016/17 
Charges 
Income 

($) 

Single 
rate 

charge 
($) 

Difference 
to Step 1 
rate ($) 

Difference 
% 

Residential 2,513,715 2.14/3.22 5,907,230 2.35 0.21 9.81 

Non-Residential 677,382 2.14/3.22 1,944,907 2.35 0.21 9.81 

 
This analysis shows that a single step rate of $2.35 per kilolitre in the 2016/17 
year for all users would have achieved the same level of total consumption 
income for that year.  
 
This single step rate would have been 9.81% higher than the step one rate 
actually applied to residential and non-residential users in that year (i.e. 
$2.14). 
 
Even though the April 2017 resolution refers to different charges for residential 
and non-residential properties the preference remains to have the same 
pricing structure for all properties, as there is no reasonable justification to 
have a different price between residential and non-residential properties when 
the cost of supplying water is the same to both categories. 
 
It is important to understand the total income sourced from step one and step 
two to assess the impact that moving to a single step rate would have on our 
customers. This information is outlined in the following table based on the 
2016/17 figures. 
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Table Three – Income from Step One and Step Two for 2016/17 

Item Income - 
Residential 

Income – Non –
Residential 

Total Income % of Total 

Step One 5,024,930 468,181 5,493,111 73 

Step Two 533,255 1,476,756 2,010,011 27 

Total 5,558,185 1,944,937 7,503,122 100 

 
There are approximately 12,800 water meters charged for potable water. For 
2016/17 approximately 6% (#865) of these properties paid the step two 
charge.  
 
This means that if Council wishes to move to a one price structure, in one 
year, 94% of properties will have a price increase of approximately 10% (i.e. 
9.81% in Table Two) with the remaining properties receiving a reduction. 
 
With Council pursuing a special rate variation for the General Rate, Council 
has committed to ensuring that water, wastewater and waste charges are 
limited to CPI increases for the three year period of that special variation (i.e. 
2017/18, 2018/19 and 2019/20). 
 
Even though a change in pricing structure does not mean Council is 
generating extra income, it could still be seen as a loss of faith if the 10% 
increase is applied. 
 
Another alternative could be to reduce the gap in the existing two tier structure 
over a period of time, while accepting that there will be a loss in total income 
received during that period.  
 
Based on the 2016/17 figures, with $2,010,111 generated from step two 
charges, the two tiered structure could be reduced over, for example, five 
years as follows. 
 

Table Four – Income foregone moving to one step over five years 
 
Year Differential Annual  Annual Cumulative  
  Income Income  Income 
  Reduction Foregone Foregone 
2016/17 50.0% 0 0 0 
2017/18 50.0% 0 0 0 
2018/19 40.0% 134,006 134,006 134,006 
2019/20 30.0% 134,006 268,012 402,018 
2020/21 20.0% 134,006 402,018 804,036 
2021/22 10.0% 134,006 536,024 1,340,060 
2022/23 0.00% 134,006 670,030 2,010,090 
 
The mathematics of this is that only one third of the $2,010,111 (i.e. $670,030) 
is foregone on an annual basis as Council is still charging two thirds of the 
original two step price (i.e. a 50% differential means that the base charge is 
two thirds of the step two price). This is still a substantial amount of income 
foregone on a cumulative basis as per the final column. 
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Nevertheless this is considered achievable as: 
 
• The water fund is now in a reasonably sound financial position and is 

generating an operating surplus inclusive of depreciation ($1.22m for 
2016/17) 

• The fund has no debt and no extraordinarily large capital works are 
planned for the next few years 

• Total annual operating income for the fund is close to $12m, which means 
the foregone income is relatively minor in comparison to the overall budget 
on a year to year basis (i.e. 1.1%), although it does represent close to 6% 
for the total annual amount foregone (i.e. $670,030)  

• Water consumption income is trending above budget for 2017/18 and the 
trend in recent years has been for actual consumption income to be higher 
than forecast 

• A large number of the major step two consumers are non-residential (i.e. 
businesses) and this proposal will provide some financial relief to many 
small businesses who are constantly facing challenges to survive in a 
competitive market place 

• Nearly 10% of the $2,011,011 in step two income for 2016/17 was paid by 
Council owned properties (eg. the swimming pools) so there will be 
savings to other areas of Council’s operation 

• Some of the foregone income could be offset by increased income from 
changes in the access charge as per the following report 

• Council can review this strategy on an annual basis and following the 
implementation of the special rate variation (i.e. for 2020/21 onwards) 
Council can still look at higher than CPI increases for the step one charge, 
if necessary. 

 
In summary this approach does achieve the outcome Council is seeking 
without penalizing the majority of consumers, albeit it can be argued that over 
time the step one price will need to be increased by a higher percentage figure 
than what would normally be required, as the step two consumption income 
will no longer be raised. 
 
In respect to the best practice proposal to have consumption charges income 
75% or more of the combined access and consumption figures, the actual 
results for 2016/17 were close to 70%, as consumption income was well 
above budget. 
 
As mentioned consumption income is again trending above budget for the first 
quarter of 2017/18 and it would not surprise to see the 70% figure exceeded 
for 2017/18. 
 
To reach the 75% figure Council could apply a higher CPI to the consumption 
price and have a lower or nil increase for the annual charge or even reduce 
the annual charge for one year. 
 
At this stage the preference is to not address this benchmark immediately as it 
is not considered to be having the same direct impact on our customers and 
based on recent trends the benchmark may be achieved in the near future.  
 
Therefore the recommendation is to continue to monitor this benchmark whilst 
the step two pricing is adjusted. 
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Legal / Resource / Financial Implications 

The financial implications are dependent on the preferred option as per the 
information section of this report. 
 
Consultation 

Any change to the water consumption charging structure would be placed on 
public exhibition as part of the draft Operational Plan. 
 
Options 

There are a number of options in respect to this pricing report including, but 
not limited to: 
 
• Retain existing pricing structure 
• Eliminate step two pricing in one year or over any number of years 
• Increase step one pricing to compensate for the loss of any step two 

income 
• Adjust the balance between the annual charge and consumption income 

by increasing the consumption pricing at a higher rate than the annual 
charge price. 

 
Council has debated the option of removing the step two pricing for the last 
few years without any change being implemented.  
 
If it is accepted that the use of a step two pricing structure no longer reflects 
contemporary practice the preference is to remove the higher step. 
 
In order to achieve this, rather than simply charging all step one consumers a 
higher price, the preference, as outlined in this report, is to stage the removal 
of the second step over a five year period as outlined in Table Four. 
 
This places the onus on Council to operate the water fund as efficiently as 
possible, without just taking the “easy” option of increasing prices in a 
monopoly environment. 
 
If Council endorses this approach it is also recommended that Council 
continue to monitor the balance of income being sourced from consumption 
and annual charges, with the aim being to achieve the 75% plus benchmark at 
some point in time, although the primary focus in the short term is to remove 
the step two charge. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. That Council supports the removal of the two-step pricing structure for 
water consumption, by adopting a staged approach whereby the current 
50% premium will be reduced to nil over a period of five years (i.e. 10% 
reduction each year – 40%, 30%, 20%, 10%). 
 

2. That Council continue to monitor the balance of water income received 
from annual charges and consumption charges with the long term 
objective being to achieve 75% or more of the total income from these two 
sources from consumption charges, as per the State Government’s best 
practice guidelines. 

 
3. That Council endorses this pricing approach for the preparation of the 

water pricing for the exhibition of the 2018/19 Operational Plan. 
 

 

Attachment(s) 

Nil 
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4.2 Water Pricing Structure - Access Charge Review 
 
Delivery Program Financial Services 

Objective To review the water access charge pricing structure. 

      
 

Background 

As per the previous report in this agenda at the April 2017 Finance Committee 
meeting Council considered a report on the water pricing structure. That report 
examined options to change the consumption pricing, which is currently based 
on a two-step system, along with options to review the access charge.  
 
The recommendation from the Finance Committee meeting, which was 
adopted at the April 2017 Ordinary Council meeting, was as follows: 
 
1. That Council retain the existing water charging structure for 

2017/2018. 
 

2. That Council receive a report on having a separate water consumption 
charge for residential and non-residential properties that achieves the 
same level of consumption income in total. 

 
This report now re-examines the access charge pricing to determine whether 
Council wishes to amend the existing structure. 
 
Key Issues 

• Equity of our water billing structure 
• Consistency with other access charges levied by Council 
• Impact of proposed changes on consumers 
 
Information 

The April 2017 Finance Committee report provided background to the current 
access charging structure with relevant extracts from that report as follows. 
The complete report is available on Council’s website. 
 
Water Access Charges – Residential charge per tenement 
 
Currently we levy water access charges for buildings such as flats, dual 
occupancies and granny flats based on the size of the connected water 
meter/s.  
 
This means the properties currently pay one access charge for the entire 
property based on the meter size.  
 
Non-residential (commercial / business) customers are excluded from this 
review as it is impossible to define a “self-contained occupancy” for the vast 
range of non-residential developments.  
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Our 2016/17 water access charges are reproduced in the following table.  
 
The increased charging scale recognises the increased potential of larger 
meters drawing more water from our system during peak demand periods. 
 
Table One – 2016/17 Water Access Charges 

 

Water Meter Size Charge ($) 

Vacant land (not 
connected) 200 

20mm   200 

25mm   312 

32mm   510 

40mm   800 

50mm   1,248 

65mm   2,110 

80mm   3,205 

100mm   4,998 

150mm   11,244 

200mm   19,990 

 
Approximately 90% of water meters connected are of the standard size 
20mm. 
 
Under the proposed change every residential connection would pay the 
standard 20mm access charge per tenement (currently $200) to reflect 
occupancy. Flats, dual occupancies would pay a multiple of the 20mm access 
charge based on the approved occupancy number. 
 
Non-residential developments would continue to pay based on the meter size, 
as it is not practical to determine the self-contained occupancy as mentioned 
earlier. 
 
The reasons for this proposed change are: 

 
• We currently use this separate fixed charging methodology when 

levying wastewater (sewer) charges and also for domestic waste charges. 
The change will result in a more consistent billing system for most fixed 
charges we levy. 

 
• It results in a more equitable charging structure. A good example is to 

consider strata units. Currently each strata unit attracts a separate water 
access charge regardless of whether it has its own water meter or not. 

 
This is because they are considered a separate rateable assessment 
under the LGA, whereas a residential flat development is rated as a single 
assessment, regardless of the number of self-contained occupancies 
within the development.  

 
To further highlight the charging inequity, we could have two identical 
developments of ten units, one under strata and one not.  
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Overall the strata complex pays ten times $200 per annum being $2,000.  
 
The flats pay a total of $800 (based on a 40mm water meter).  

 
• In the above example, in respect to water consumption charges, the strata 

complex is also allowed ten times the normal water allowance before 
being charged at the higher step rate. The flat complex pays the higher 
water consumption step rate after 350 kL is consumed.  

 
If Council chooses to support this change to water access charging, the 
additional charges would generate around $128,000 in extra income based on 
the 2015/16 rating year.  
 
It would affect approximately 330 rateable assessments. 
 
Table two provides comparisons of the current and the proposed charging 
structures using the 2016/17 year charges.  
 
Increases to water access charges may also result in reductions to water 
consumption charges. This is because in most cases, flats would no longer 
progress to the higher step rate per kilolitre. 
 

Table Two – Current and Proposed Water Access Charge Changes 
 

Example Property  

Current 
2016/17 
Water 

Access 
Charge 

(Quantity) 

Current 
2016/17 
Water 

Access 
Charge 

($) 

Proposed 
Water 

Access 
Charge 

(Quantity) 

Proposed 
Water 

Access 
Charge 

($) 

Change 
($) 

Change 
(%) 

Dwelling House 
1 200 1 200 0 0% 

 (1 x 20mm water meter) 

Dwelling House + Granny Flat 
1 200 2 400 200 100% 

 (1 x 20mm water meter) 

Duplex 
1 200 2 400 200 100% 

 (1 x 20mm water meters) 

Duplex 
2 400 2 400 0 0% 

 (2 x 20mm water meters) 

(3) Flats 
1 200 3 600 400 200% 

 (1 x 20mm water meter) 

(3) Flats 
1 312 3 600 288 92% 

 (1 x 25mm water meter) 

(4) Flats 
1 312 4 800 488 156% 

 (1 x 25mm water meter) 

(5) Flats 
1 510 5 1000 490 96% 

 (1 x 32mm water meter) 

(20) Flats 
1 1,248 20 4,000 2,752 221% 

 (1 x 50mm water meter) 
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A key consideration with this change in pricing structure is that if a property / 
dwelling starts paying multiple access charges, they then receive the 350 
kilolitre allowance for each access charge levied, prior to paying the step two 
charge.  
 
Currently the properties subject to the proposed change in the access 
charging structure only receive the one 350 kilolitre allowance before paying 
the two step charge, even though there are multiple tenements. 
 
This does help, in a number of cases, to reduce the overall impact of the 
change in the charging structure, as outlined in the following table. 
 
Table Three – Comparison of Current and Revised Charges 
 

Property Description and 
Tenements Kilolitres 

Access         
Charges 

Consumption 
Charges 

Total             
Charges 

Total            
Change 

Current 
Pricing 

Revised 
Pricing 

Current 
Pricing 

Revised 
Pricing 

Current 
Pricing 

Revised 
Pricing ($) % 

6 Shoalhaven St, Alstonville 
Duplex (2 Flats) – 279170 134 200 400 287 287 487 687 200 41 

7 Siesta Court, Alstonville 
Duplex (2 Flats) – 279324 311 200 400 666 666 866 1,066 200 23 

66 Simpson Ave, W’bar 
(3) Flats – 292673 308 312 600 659 659 971 1,259 288 30 

80 Swift Street, Ballina 
(5) Flats – 185606 919 312 1,000 2,581 1,967 2,893 2,967 74 3 

85-87 Swift Street, Ballina 
(7) Flats – 185020 1,640 510 1,400 4,903 3,510 5,413 4,910 (503) (9) 

5-9 Norton Street, Ballina 
(12) Flats – 165046 1,655 800 2,400 4,951 3,542 5,751 5,942 191 3 

102-104 Crane St, Ballina 
(20) Flats – 137491 1,833 1,248 4,000 5,524 3,923 6,772 7,923 1,151 17 

6-8 Manly Street, Ballina 
(20) Flats – 156097 2,481 1,248 4,000 7,611 5,309 8,859 9,309 450 5 

8-18 Tamar Street, Ballina 
(44) Flats – 116542 3,917 1,248 8,800 12,235 8,382 13,483 17,182 3,699 27 

 
As per this sample, the total impact of this change is reduced, in many cases, 
when the total charges figure is calculated, albeit there are still some 
significant increases in dollar and percentage terms (i.e. 8-18 Tamar Street, 
Ballina). 
 
The actual step two income that would have been foregone under this 
structure in 2015/16 and 2016/17 is $42,000 and $45,000 which means the 
actual net increase in income to Council from this change in pricing structure 
is approximately $83,000 (i.e. additional income from access charges is 
estimated at $128,000 less step two income foregone of say $45,000). 
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Even with this reduced consumption income there are still some significant 
increases and it is hard to justify this to a consumer when there is no actual 
change in service.  
 
Legal / Resource / Financial Implications 

The financial implications are dependent on the preferred option as per the 
information section of this report. 
 
Consultation 

Any change to the water access charge pricing structure would be placed on 
public exhibition as part of the draft Operational Plan.  
 
As there are approximately 330 properties impacted by any change Council 
could write to those owners as part of the public exhibition process. 
 
Options 

The existing water access charging structure is inconsistent with Council’s 
waste collection and wastewater methodology, which is based on tenements. 
 
Tenements is the preferred approach as it recognises that each approved  
tenement does theoretically place an extra load on Council’s infrastructure 
(i.e. typically separate washing / toilet facilities) and the purpose of the access 
charge is to cover the core infrastructure costs of providing the water service.  
 
The inequity that currently occurs between strata units and non-strata units, 
when both are placing the same demands on Council’s infrastructure, is 
another reason for Council to support the change to a tenement based 
system. 
 
In respect to the access charge pricing structure the options available are: 
 
a) Continue with the existing inequity and inconsistency and not change the 

structure or 
 

b) Change the structure to a tenement based system. 
 

There does not appear to be a transitional approach available for this change 
in structure as has been recommended in the earlier consumption pricing 
report. 
 
Due to the inconsistencies that currently exist the preferred recommendation 
is to exhibit the tenement based charging system as part of the exhibition of 
the 2018/19 draft Operational Plan.  
 
It is also recommended that Council write to all of the properties impacted to 
assess the feedback received prior to adopting the Operational Plan.  
 
This will then allow Council to assess that feedback prior to determining 
whether it is appropriate to implement the change. 
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As an addendum to this, Council could consider increasing the access charge 
for the next financial year, by an amount less than CPI, to recognize that the 
proposed change does generate additional revenue of $83,000 (i.e. 
approximately $128,000 less $45,000 consumption). 
 
With the total access charge income currently forecast to generate 
approximately $3.8m for 2017/18, the $83,000 equates to approximately 2% 
of that income. 
 
Based on this percentage figure of 2%, to help “sell” this proposal Council 
could index the access charges for the next financial year by a figure lower 
than CPI or even have no index seeing CPI is approximately 2.3% as per the 
IPART determination for rate pegging. 
 
Even though this will only marginally benefit the properties impacted, it could 
help the argument that Council is trying to implement a fairer system for all of 
our water customers.  
 
Considering the overall financial position of the Water Fund which is healthy 
(i.e. generating an operating surplus and no debt) this is a realistic proposal 
and the recommendations support this approach. 
 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. That for the purposes of exhibiting the draft 2018/19 Operational Plan 
Council approves an amendment to the water access charging structure 
from a water connection size based system to a standard charge based 
on tenements, for residential properties. 
 

2. The draft 2018/19 water access charges are to remain the same as the 
2017/18 charges, to recognise that Council will generate additional 
income if the change in point one is implemented. The draft 2018/19 
Operational Plan is also to include a statement confirming that Council 
may index the 2017/18 access charges if the change in the charging 
structure outlined in point one is not implemented. 
 

3. That Council write to all properties impacted by the proposed change in 
point one, as part of the exhibition of the draft 2018/19 Operational Plan, 
with all submissions received to be reported back to Council prior to 
Council adopting the 2018/19 Operational Plan. 

 
 

Attachment(s) 

Nil 
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4.3 Water Operations - Long Term Financial Plan 
 
Delivery Program Financial Services 

Objective To review the long term financial plan for Council's 
water operations. 

      
 

Background 

Water operations form a significant part of Council’s overall turnover at 
approximately 12% of operating revenues. During the last three years, the 
business has achieved operating surpluses, after many years of operating 
deficits, and current modelling indicates that price increases approximating to 
CPI can be maintained. This report provides an overview of the latest update 
of the Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP) for our water operations. 
Key Issues 

• Financial performance and sustainability 
 
Information 
 
The following table shows actual results for the previous two financial years 
together with the current year’s estimated result to 30 June. 
 

Table One: Water Financial Performance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The business has shown reasonable operating surpluses in recent years, both 
before and after depreciation, which suggests that our Water Operations are 
well on the way to being financially sustainable.  
 
The attachments to this report are the latest review of the LTFP for the ten 
year period from 2018/19 to 2027/28. 
 
In respect to operating revenues, the primary income source for water is the 
water consumption charge. This can be a variable income source, which is 
touched on later in this report. For the 2017/18 year water consumption 
income is trending towards a forecast of $7.2 million (2016/17 actual was $7.7 
million). This was due to a larger than average consumption in 2016/17. 
 

Description 2015/16 
Actual 
$000  

2016/17 
Actual 
$000  

2017/18 
Estimate 

$000  
Operating Revenues 11,199 12,410 12,008 
Operating Expenses (include depreciation) 10,850 11,120 11,118 
Operating Result - Surplus / (Deficit) 349 1,290 890 
Excluding Depreciation / Loss on Sale 1,563 1,400 1,380 
Cash Operating Result - Surplus / (Deficit) 1,912 2,689 2,270 
Less Loan Principal Repaid  0 0 0 
Less Capital Expenditure 1,427 1,132 3,901 
Add Capital Income 812 469 575 
Cash Increase / (Decrease) 1,297 2,026 (1,056) 
Transfer of infrastructure assets between funds and 
movement in leave balances 

 
(1,191) 

 
3,287 

 
0 

Reserve Balances 10,578 15,891 14,835 
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For 2018/19 the forecast consumption income has again been estimated at 
$7.2 million based on a possible revision to the step two consumption charge, 
as per an earlier report in this agenda. 
 
For 2018/19 the forecast operating expenses increase by 2.9% in comparison 
to the current 2017/18 forecast. The annual contribution to Rous Water 
represents about 60% of total operating expenses.  
 
Rous Water has confirmed a price per kilolitre increase of 2.3% will be applied 
however they have not yet confirmed their pricing distribution to each council, 
which is dependent on the comparative consumptions for the constituent 
councils. This is expected to be confirmed within the next few weeks and it 
does mean Council’s contribution could increase by more than 2.3%. 
 
As a consequence of the various movements in operating revenues and 
operating expenses, the overall cash operating result for 2018/19 is forecast 
to remain relatively consistent to the 2017/18 result, although slightly lower (a 
decrease of $77,000 from an $890,000 surplus to a $813,000 surplus). 
 
The capital works program is a key driver in the LTFP and a large component 
of the works relate to population growth. The timing of these works can vary 
from the forecast depending on what growth does occur and in what locations. 
 
The model predicts capital works at a moderate level for the next two years, 
followed by several years of higher expenditure, which does cause cash 
reserves to decline significantly during the forecast period. 
 
Capital income refers to contributions from developers relating to new 
subdivisions. This income source is difficult to predict. The model assumes 
$600,000 from this source (increasing by approximately CPI each year) 
however this figure can be considerably higher or lower in any given year. 
 
In many respects the current financial performance and position of the 
business is satisfactory. A modest operating surplus is being achieved, the 
asset network is in relatively good condition, there is no debt and current cash 
reserves are sufficient to meet the immediate needs of the business. 
 
The largest income source is water consumption, which typically generates 
around 60% of total operating revenues. It is also the most variable given that 
the weather can materially affect consumption patterns and is the biggest risk 
to accurate modelling. 
 
Council’s water consumption income, as compared to price increases, over 
the last five financial years is as follows: 
 

Table Two: Water Consumption Income Compared to Price 
 
Year Income ($) Income % 

change 
Increase in price per 

annum 
2017/18 7,185,200 (1) (7.5) 2.0% 
2016/17 7,771,200 16.8 2.8% 
2015/16 6,654,300 3.5 3.0% 
2014/15 6,429,000 (1.8) 6.0% 
2013/14 6,549,000 17.3 8.0% 
 
(1) estimated 
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The table indicates that there is limited correlation between increases to price 
and increases (or decreases) to income received.  
 
The current year is trending as though the income will be substantially below 
that of the prior year, despite a price increase. This was predicted, as the 
2016/17 consumption levels were unusually high. 
 
The financial modelling is still based on consumption income increasing in 
accordance with price as this remains as a good an indicator as any. However 
given that it is likely that income received will vary up or down from the 
forecast it is important that the business maintains sufficient cash reserves as 
a buffer to meet lean times and financial shocks. 
 
The financial model, which is summarised as follows, looks to maintain a fairly 
consistent operating surplus whilst reserves decline. There are sufficient 
reserves on hand to allow a gradual approach to this strategy, such that 
reserves tend to decrease for the majority of the ten year model. Importantly 
no borrowings are anticipated.  
 
The attachment to this report provides the complete model. 
 

Table Three: Water Financial Model  
 

Description 17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 
Operating 
Revenues 12,008 12,243 12,436 12,549 12,643 12,842 13,084 13,337 13,605 13,970 14,346 
Operating 
Expenses 11,118 11,430 11,672 11,960 12,270 12,607 12,867 13,185 13,509 13,862 14,184 
Operating 
Result 890 813 764 590 373 235 217 152 95 108 162 
Add Back 
Deprec 1,380 1,408 1,436 1,465 1,494 1,524 1,554 1,585 1,617 1,650 1,683 
Cash Surplus  2,270 2,221 2,200 2,055 1,867 1,759 1,771 1,737 1,713 1,757 1,845 
Capital Income 575 600 620 640 660 680 700 720 740 760 780 
Loan Principal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Capital 
Expenditure 3,901 2,861 4,400 4,979 5,836 4,662 4,631 4,377 1,792 1,751 1,794 
Net Reserve 
M’ment  (1,056) (40) (1,580) (2,285) (3,309) (2,223) (2,160) (1,920) 661 766 831 
Total Reserves 14,836 14,795 13,215 10,931 7,622 5,399 3,239 1,319 1,980 2,746 3,577 

 
The model was initially formulated based on an increase to the access charge 
and consumption income price of 2.0% in 2017/18 followed by three years of 
2.3% and 3.0% for the remaining years.  
 
The proposed increase to the price for the access charge in 2018/19 is now 
0% (as per the recommendations in the report earlier in this agenda titled 
‘Water Pricing Structure – Access Charge Review’).  
 
With the proposed review of the charging structure for tenements, the 2018/19 
access charge is recommended to be held at the 2017/18 charge, offset by 
increased income from the change in charging structure, which means total 
income from access charges still increases by approximately 2.3%.   
 
In other words, if Council endorses the recommendations in the earlier report 
the forecast total income from access charges will still increase, even though 
there is no percentage change in the access charge. 
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If Council does not endorse the earlier report the price increase for the access 
charge will need to be 2.3% to keep pace with CPI. The 2.3% is the State 
Government rate peg limit for 2018/19. 
 
The proposed increase to the consumption charge step one price is 2.3% as 
per the rate peg limit, although (as per the report earlier in this agenda titled 
‘Water Pricing Structure – Two Step Consumption Charge Review’), it is 
proposed that the step two consumption charge premium is reduced from 50% 
to 40%.  
 
This proposal has the effect of reducing forecast income for 2018/19 and the 
three years following, by an (approximate) decrement of $135,000 each year, 
albeit that total consumption still increases each year based on the 2.3% price 
increase.  
 
This somewhat explains the reason why the operating result in Table Three 
remains fairly stable in dollar terms, as real income is being reduced by this 
$135,000 each year, which over the five year adjustment period equates to 
approximately $670,000. 
 
This is a substantial reduction in income and Council will need to annually 
monitor the impact of this change in pricing, if adopted, to ensure that 
operating surpluses continue to be generated. If operating surplus are not 
maintained it may be necessary to increase the water consumption pricing in 
future years above CPI. 
 
The figure of 2.3% for the consumption price increase has been applied for 
2018/19 as IPART has determined that percentage as the rate peg limit. Even 
though the water, wastewater and waste operations of Council are not subject 
to rate pegging, IPART has based the 2.3% on cost indexation for local 
government, and it is reasonable to apply that percentage for increases in 
other Council charges. 
 
In summary the modelling presented in this report is based on the assumption 
that the recommendations from the two earlier reports are adopted.  
 
If that does not occur the operating revenues in this model will need to be 
adjusted, primarily the consumption income, along with the pricing. 
 
Assumptions Applied 
 
• The proposed increase to access charges in 2018/19 is 0% (as per the 

report earlier in this agenda ‘Water Pricing Structure – Access Charge 
Review’).  

• Estimated income from the access charge is $3.56 million. 
• The increase to the step one consumption charge is 2.3%. 
• The step two consumption charge premium is reduced from 50% to 40% 

(as per the report earlier in this agenda ‘Water Pricing Structure – Two 
Step Consumption Charge Review’).  

• Estimated income from consumption is $7.2 million 
• Rous Water contribution to increase by 2.3% to $6.1 million 
• Developer contributions are forecast at $600,000 
• Capital expenditure of $2.9 million 
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Fees and Charges 
 
Assuming the earlier reports are adopted the proposed charges for 2018/19 
are shown in the next table. 
 

Table Four: Proposed Charges 
 
Charge Type 2017/18 2018/19 % 

Increase/ 
(Decrease) 

Water Access Charge 
20mm meter  

204 204 0% 

Water Consumption under 350kl 2.18 2.23 2.3% 

Water Consumption over 350kl 3.27 3.12  
(40% premium) 

(5.0)% 

Vacant Land Charge 204 204 0% 

 
Based on this pricing a residential property using 200 kilolitres would pay 
$640 in 2017/18 and $650 in 2018/19 (an increase of 1.56%). The proposed 
over 350kl charge for 2018/19 is a 40% premium to the base charge of $2.23, 
whereas in previous years this was a 50% premium. 
Legal / Resource / Financial Implications 

As outlined in the information section of this report. 
Consultation 

Any charges proposed for 2018/19 will be subject to formal exhibition. 
Options 

Council has the option of endorsing the proposed charges or examining 
further alternatives. The recommendation is to exhibit the proposed fees and 
charges, and the LTFP, as per the contents of this report.  
 
This recommendation is also dependent on the preferred recommendations 
from the two earlier reports in this agenda in respect to the water access 
charge and the two tiered consumption charge. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

That Council endorses the access and consumption pricing charges, as per the 
following table, for exhibition in the draft 2018/19 Operational Plan, as well as the 
long term financial plan, as per the attachments to this report, for the water 
operations: 

 
Charge Type 2017/18 2018/19 % 

Increase / (Decrease) 
Water Access Charge - 20mm meter 204 204 0% 
Water Consumption under 350kl 2.18 2.23 2.3% 

Water Consumption over 350kl 3.27 3.12 (5.0%) 

Vacant Land Charge 204 204 0% 
 

Attachment(s)  

1. Water Operations - Long Term Financial Plan  
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4.4 Wastewater Operations - Long Term Financial Plan 
 
Delivery Program Financial Services 

Objective To review the long term financial plan for Council's 
wastewater operations 

      
 

Background 

Wastewater operations form a significant part of Council’s overall turnover at 
approximately 20% of operating revenue. 
 
For many years the price for wastewater annual charges has been on a steep 
incline. These increases were to position the business to manage substantial 
borrowings ($63 million), ongoing capital works and variations to operating 
expenses. Recent performance is indicating that price increases can now be 
maintained at more palatable levels, following the 2017/18 increase of 3.0% 
with a proposed increase of 2.3% for 2018/19 and increases approximating 
CPI thereafter.  
 
The report that follows provides an overview of the latest update of the Long 
Term Financial Plan (LTFP) for our wastewater operations. 
Key Issues 

• Financial performance and sustainability 
• Affordability 
 
Information 
 
The following table shows actual results for the previous two financial years 
together with the current year’s estimated result to 30 June. 
 

Table One: Wastewater Financial Performance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The table highlights that the operating result is variable and this is because, 
as well as depreciation, it also includes losses on sale of assets, which 
typically refers to infrastructure that has been replaced. These anomalies are 
eliminated to calculate the cash surplus, which shows that the result has and 
is forecast to continue to improve.  
 

Description 2015/16 
Actual 
$000 

2016/17 
Actual 
$000  

2017/18 
Estimate 

$000  
Operating Revenues 16,349 17,888 18,297 
Operating Expenses (include dep) 17,313 18,291 17,507 
Operating Result -  Surplus / (Deficit) (964) (403) 790 
Excl Depreciation / loss on sale 3,844 4,396 3,969 
Cash Operating Result - Surplus / (Deficit) 2,880 3,993 4,759 
Less Loan Principal Repaid 2,793 2,958 3,096 
Less Capital Expenditure 2,267 2,561 8,430 
Capital Income 1,725 764 1,400 
Cash Increase / (Decrease) (455) (761) (5,367) 
Transfer of infrastructure assets between funds and 
movement in leave balances 

 
332 

 
(3,128) 

 
0 

Reserve Balances 14,932 11,043 5,677 
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The business has now reached a point where it is forecast to make an 
operating surplus, inclusive of depreciation, which is positive. The next goal is 
to achieve a consistent operating surplus to fund capital expenditure and 
perhaps look to increase reserves to cater for growth and improved service 
levels.  
 
The attachments to this report are the latest review of the LTFP for the ten 
year period from 2018/19 to 2027/28. 
 
In respect to operating revenues the primary source of income is the annual 
charge, which is forecast to generate approximately $16.5 million out of the 
total operating revenues of $18.6 million for 2018/19. Adjustments to this 
charge are the primary lever used to direct the financial performance of the 
business. 
 
Capital income refers to contributions from developers relating to new 
subdivisions. This income source is difficult to predict. The model assumes 
$1.43 million from this source (increasing by CPI each year) however this 
figure can be considerably higher or lower in any given year. 
 
The capital works program is a key driver in the LTFP and a large part of the 
works relate to population growth. The timing of these works can vary from the 
forecast depending on what growth does occur and in what locations. 
 
The current model predicts capital works at an average of around $5 million 
for the four year period of the draft Delivery Program which results in the 
available cash reserves being drawn down in the first few years. 
 
A major cost in operating expenses is the interest portion of the loan 
repayment which will be $3.8 million in 2018/19. As the year’s progress, the 
interest portion of the loan reduces, whilst the capital element of the 
repayment increases by the same amount.  
 
This is something to consider when comparing total operating expenses from 
one year to the next, as it can distort the comparison. 
 
The next table details the forecast movements in the total loan liability. 
 

Table Two: Total Outstanding Loans 
 

Loan  2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 

Principal Paid 3,095,600 3,134,000 3,280,300 2,453,500 2,654,100 2,844,100 

Interest Paid 4,055,900 3,744,300 3,598,000 3,439,800 3,239,200 3,049,200 

Loan Balance 56,475,400 53,341,400 50,061,100 47,607,600 44,953,600 42,109,500 
 
A five year fixed term loan comes up for renewal at the end of 2017/18.  
 
The balance outstanding on this loan will be $11.3 million and the revised loan 
rate should be less than that currently being paid. The current rate on this loan 
is 7.47% and the model assumes a revised rate of 6%. This reduces loan 
repayments by $273,000 in 2018/19. 
 
Further out is the completion of an interest free loan in 2019/20, which will 
reduce loan repayments by $985,000.  
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The financial model presented includes an increase to prices of 2.3% in 
2018/19 and 2.5% thereafter with these figures reflective of the rate peg limit 
(2018/19) and future CPI (2.5%). 
 

Table Three: Wastewater Financial Model 
 

Description 17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 
Operating 
Revenue 18,297 18,640 19,116 19,506 20,033 20,539 21,032 21,613 22,180 22,850 23,550 
Operating 
Expense 17,507 17,329 17,426 17,526 17,674 17,861 17,969 18,129 18,232 18,425 18,635 
Operating 
Result 790 1,311 1,690 1,981 2,359 2,678 3,063 3,483 3,947 4,425 4,916 
Add Back 
Deprec 3,969 3,985 3,997 4,007 4,087 4,169 4,252 4,337 4,424 4,512 4,602 
Cash 
Surplus  4,759 5,296 5,687 5,988 6,446 6,847 7,315 7,820 8,371 8,937 9,518 
Capital 
Income 1,400 1,430 1,470 1,510 1,550 1,590 1,630 1,680 1,730 1,780 1,830 
Loan 
Principal 3,096 3,134 3,280 2,454 2,654 2,844 3,037 3,235 3,430 3,627 3,825 
Capital 
Expenditure 8,430 5,243 8,197 2,978 5,205 4,955 1,015 5,316 1,486 1,131 1,131 
Net Reserve 
M’ment  (5,367) (1,651) (4,320) 2,066 137 637 4,894 949 5,185 5,959 6,392 
Total 
Reserves 5,677 4,026 (294) 1,772 1,909 2,546 7,440 8,389 13,574 19,533 25,925 

 
An operating surplus is predicted in 2017/18 and for all following years which 
is an excellent outcome. 
 
The current model does allow reserves to fall to a negative balance in one 
year (2019/20), although in reality progressive changes in timing of planned 
capital expenditures will vary. 
 
Ideally it would be preferable for a business of this size to maintain the 
reserves balance above $3 million, however generally speaking the balance 
maintained across the ten year period is reasonable. 
 
The remainder of the report assumes that Council will adopt the 
recommended 2.3% price increase to annual charges for 2018/19. 
 
Assumptions Applied 
 
• The increase to annual charges (availability/consumption) in 2018/19 will 

be 2.3%  
• Income from funds invested will decline along with reserve balances 
• Income from recycled water is forecast at $56,000 being 80% of the 

potable water step one tariff 
• Operating expenses, excluding non-cash items (depreciation etc) and 

loan interest to increase by 1.2% for 2018/19  
• Developer contributions estimated at $1.43 million 
• Capital expenditure of $5.2 million for 2018/19 

 
Fees and Charges 
 
The proposed annual charges for 2018/19 are shown in the next table. 
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Table Four: Proposed Annual Charges 
 

Charge Type 2017/18 
$ 

2018/19 
$ 

% 
Increase 

Residential Availability Charge 953 975 2.3% 
Vacant Land Charge 718 735 2.3% 
Non Residential Usage Charge 2.41 2.47 2.3% 
Non Residential Access Charge Variable based on meter size  
Recycled Water 80% of potable water step one  

 
A report on water pricing also forms part of this agenda and makes 
recommendations in respect to the current two step water pricing structure.  
 
Should a change in the water billing structure be implemented, further 
consideration may be made in relation to the pricing of the recycled water (i.e. 
as to whether to maintain the pricing at 80% of potable water step one or 
review this percentage).  
 
The current pricing position in respect to recycled water is as follows: 
 
• There is no availability charge  
• The usage charge is set at 80% of the step one price of potable water 
 
This report does not contemplate changing these principles however if Council 
is of a mind to make amendments it would be appropriate to do so as part of 
the recommendation. 
 
Council Comparison 

 
The next table compares the 2017/18 wastewater charges of various councils 
for a residential property, with Council’s charge at the upper end following 
many years of higher than CPI increases.  
 
The objective now is to minimize future increases as the business is 
generating an operating surplus. 
 
Charge ($) Ballina Byron Coffs Lismore Richmond Tweed 
Annual 953 1,137 806 886 948 820 
 
Legal / Resource / Financial Implications 

As outlined in the information section of this report. 
Consultation 

Any charges proposed for 2018/19 will be subject to formal exhibition. 
Options 

Council has the option of endorsing the proposed charges or examining 
further alternatives.  
 
The recommendation is to exhibit the proposed fees and charges as per the 
contents of this report. 
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RECOMMENDATION 

That Council endorses the annual charges, as per the following table, for 
exhibition in the draft 2018/19 Operational Plan, as well as the long term 
financial plan, as per the attachments to this report, for the wastewater 
operations: 

 
Charge Type 2017/18 

$ 
2018/19 

$ 
% 

Increase 
Residential Availability Charge 953 975 2.3% 
Vacant Land Charge 718 735 2.3% 
Non Residential Usage Charge 2.41 2.47 2.3% 
Non Residential Access Charge Variable based on meter size  
Recycled Water 80% of potable water step 1  

 
 

 

Attachment(s) 

1. Wastewater - Long Term Financial Plan  
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4.5 Waste Operations - Long Term Financial Plan 
 
Delivery Program Financial Services 

Objective To review the long term financial plan for Council's 
waste operations. 

      
 

Background 

Council's waste service comprises two distinct programs being Landfill and 
Resource Management (LRM) and Domestic Waste Management (DWM). 
LRM is responsible for the waste management facility plus the collection of 
kerbside non residential waste and DWM is responsible for the collection of 
kerbside residential waste.  
 
The Local Government Act requires DWM to be treated as a separate entity 
due to the manner in which the revenues are raised through an annual charge. 
Each year the external auditor completes an assessment to ensure that DWM 
is not being run with the intent of making a surplus that is beyond the needs of 
the business. 
 
This report provides an overview of the latest update of the Long Term 
Financial Plan (LTFP) for the LRM and DWM operations. 
 
Key Issues 

• Financial performance and sustainability 
• Legislative change 
• Long term aims and objectives 
• Affordability 
Information 

Legislative Position 
 
A report titled ‘Waste Legislative Reforms and Council’s Waste Diversion’ was 
provided to Council’s February 2018 Ordinary meeting. 
 
In that report, it was noted that the NSW EPA has released for public 
consultation draft changes to the Protection of the Environment Operations 
(POEO) (Waste) Regulation 2017 and the POEA Act 1997. 
 
The proposed changes have come about in an effort to stop the transportation 
of waste from NSW to other states.  
 
Council has largely avoided paying the State Government waste levy in recent 
years by trucking virtually all waste off site with that waste transported to more 
contemporary landfill sites. 
 
As outlined in the February 2018 report, the proposed changes in their current 
form would have significant financial implications for the LRM business, and 
consequentially on the DWM business, as a flow on effect. 
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At the February 2018 meeting Council resolved to continue to liaise with the 
NSW EPA and seek the support of local parliamentary members. 
 
The outcome of this process and the changes that will be imposed by the 
proposed legislative reforms are uncertain, at this point in time, although 
based on conversations and meetings held to date, staff remain hopeful that 
the final legislation will not financially penalise Council. 
 
Landfill and Resource Management (LRM) 
 
LRM had been struggling financially for many years however its position 
improved in recent years due to the strategy to export waste off site.  
 
The recent financial results for LRM together with the forecast for 2017/18, as 
at 31 December 2017, are as follows. 
 

Table One: Actual and Forecast Results for LRM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The 2017/18 forecast result is impacted by the removal of the waste 
operations charge of $73 per annum for residential and farmland ratepayers, 
which has reduced recurrent revenues by approximately $1.3 million. 
 
The operating performance is reasonable with an operating deficit of $322,000 
inclusive of depreciation and an operating cash surplus of $1.59 million 
predicted (as at December 2017) for this financial year. 
 
Loan principal repayments for 2017/18 are $194,000, being the final payments 
on the remaining loans for this business, resulting in nil loan balances by the 
year end.  
 
Council originally borrowed approximately $10m to remediate existing cells 
and to open new cells following a direction from the EPA circa 2004/05.  
 
It is pleasing that this debt has now been repaid in full. 
 
The forecast cash reserve at 30 June 2018 is in the order of $2.3 million.  
 
The reserve balance includes one restricted reserve (estimated at $725,000 
which represents the EPA levy returned to Council) that can only be used for 
specific purposes.  
 

Description 2015/16 
Actual 
$000  

2016/17 
Actual 
$000  

2017/18 
Estimate 

$000  
Operating Revenues 3,845 3,350 2,091 
Operating Expenses (include dep) 3,438 2,362 2,413 
Operating Result - Surplus / (Deficit) 407 988 (322) 
Excl Depreciation / Remediation 1,883 1,061 1,264 
Cash Operating Result - Surplus / (Deficit) 2,290 2,049 942 
Less Loan Principal Repaid 1,206 1,112 194 
Less Capital Expenditure 477 0 157 
Less Dividend to General Fund 0 1,407 2,000 
Capital Income 0 0 0 
Cash Increase / (Decrease) 607 (470) (1,409) 
Reserve Balances 4,170 3,700 2,291 
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Strategy 
 
The current strategy is to continue to truck off site and generally keep 
operations similar to existing practices.  
 
At this stage the benefits to truck off site are preferable to landfilling based on 
the net cost of this method of operation. Council needs to be mindful that if 
this situation alters due to legislative change in respect to the waste levy, a 
large amount of capital may be required to construct new waste cells.  
 
The paragraphs below are excerpts from a report presented to the November 
2015 Council meeting on the Waste strategy;  
 
‘The existing system capacity is estimated at three to four years based on 
current compaction rates and volumes received at the landfill. 
 
Council still has in place approvals to construct the remaining three cells at the 
Ballina waste facility with an approximated construction cost of $17m.  
 
This estimated cost to construct the cells is a critically important cost when 
placed into prospective with the cost to construct similar sized cells in 2006 
($7.9m). It highlights the increasing costs to develop landfills and potentially 
means that if Council did defer the construction of another three cells then the 
cost could potentially increase to $27m by 2025. ($1m annually).’ 
 
Given the rapid escalation in the cost to construct new cells, this scenario may 
potentially limit Council’s options to consider future landfilling given the 
anticipated costs. 
 
Furthermore, the proposed legislative changes may have significant impacts 
on ongoing operational income and expenses. 
 
Financial Model 
 
Given that the proposed legislative changes are still in draft, the latest financial 
model is based on a continuation of current waste management practices and 
does not factor in potential capital outlays and impacts on the operating 
results, which could occur from such changes. 
 
In this scenario, the current outlook for LRM is positive with all outstanding 
loans paid by the end of 2017/18 and the forward plan does not propose any 
new borrowings nor does it include the construction of new cells.  
 
LRM has assets valued at $12.5 million which mainly relates to property plant 
and equipment. The next biggest asset is the cash reserves. 
 
The LTFP does foresee a time when expenditure will be required to be spent 
on remediating the current cell however given current practices it is difficult to 
know exactly when this will be necessary. For modelling purposes an amount 
of $2.4 million has been included in 2024/25. 
 
The LTFP includes a provision for dividends in most years, with those 
dividends subject to annual review based on the financial performance of the 
business. 
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The current modelling includes dividends of $2 million in 2017/18 and $1.7 
million in 2018/19 to contribute to the Ballina Indoor Sports Centre (BISC) and 
dividends of $1 million from 2020/21 onwards for other General Fund works. 
 
The $1m dividend from 2020/21 onwards form part of Council’s Fit for the 
Future strategy where the funds are to be expended on the renewal of existing 
infrastructure assets. 
 
Only one financial scenario has been presented in this report based on fee 
increases of approximately 2.3%, which is consistent with the IPART rate peg 
limit. This principle is applied on the basis that Council has given a 
commitment to minimise increases in fees and charges, in view of the 
proposed ordinary rate special rate variation. 
 
The next table outlines the latest financial plan for LRM based on the 2.3% 
price increase for 2018/19 and CPI increases of 2.5% from 2019/20 onwards.  
 

Table Two: LRM Long Term Financial Plan 
 

Description 17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 26/27 
Operating 
Revenue 2,091 2,139 2,072 2,149 2,203 2,261 2,320 2,382 2,387 2,450 2,517 
Operating 
Expense 2,413 2,038 2,058 2,100 2,139 2,185 2,232 2,278 2,324 2,370 2,420 
Operating 
Result (322) 101 14 50 64 76 89 104 63 80 97 
Add Back 
Deprec 1,264 1,096 1,118 1,141 1,163 1,187 1,211 1,235 1,260 1,285 1,311 
Cash Surplus  942 1,197 1,132 1,190 1,227 1,263 1,299 1,339 1,323 1,365 1,408 
Capital Income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Loan Principal 194 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Capital 
Expenditure 157 600 300 476 131 135 139 2,543 147 151 155 
Dividend – BISC 2,000 1,668          
Dividend 0 0 0 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 
Reserve M’ment  (1,409) (1,071) 832 (286) 96 128 160 (2,204) 176 214 253 
Total Reserves 2,294 1,223 2,055 1,768 1,864 1,992 2,152 (52) 124 338 591 

 
The LTFP indicates that LRM will be profitable with cash surpluses forecast to 
steadily increase along with small operating surpluses being generated 
inclusive of depreciation. 
 
The reserve balance is impacted by the dividends to the General Fund in most 
years and capital expenditure in 2024/25 (the year in which it is currently 
modelled to complete the remediation). 
 
A nominal capital expenditure figure of $600,000 is provided for 2018/19 and 
the actual nature of this work will be confirmed once Council adopts an 
updated strategy for managing waste at the landfill, with particular reference to 
recyclables.  
 
This will be subject to further reporting to Council.  
 
The magnitude of the capital works determined for 2018/19 could potentially 
impact on the availability of future dividends. 
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Assumptions 
 
• Council will continue to export virtually all waste off site and essentially 

avoid paying the levy 
• The levy payable will be in the order of $223,000 
• LRM will pay transport and treatment expenses for mixed waste, green 

waste, recyclates and construction / demolition 
• There are capital works in 2024/25 relating to remediation of existing cells 

$2.4m 
• It is assumed that the existing customer base and gross quantity of waste 

coming in the gate will remain reasonably consistent with the current 
financial year. 

 
Operating Revenues 
 
• Commercial properties collection annual charge income of $571,000 
• Gate fees from self-haul $1.3 million 
• Gate fees from DWM / Council $3.4 million. This item is presented as a 

negative expense. It has been included in the income section of this 
narrative to compare against other gate fees 

• The gate fees paid by DWM represent a significant percentage of total 
gate fees, which emphasises the importance of DWM to LRM.  

  
Operating Expenses 
 
• Transport costs for mixed / inert / recyclates $1.7 million 
• Overhead and administration expenses $878,000 
• Landfill costs $402,000 
• Transfer preparation and loading $290,000 
• Disposal costs $274,000 
• Weighbridge $209,000 
• Transfer station $196,000 
• Baling and recycling $73,000 

 
Fees and Charges 
 
The draft 2018/19 charges relating to LRM are included as an attachment to 
this report. The recommended annual charges are based on the 2.3% 
increase.  
 
In addition to this the charges for the Waste Management Centre have been 
updated to better reflect site processing and disposal costs for different waste 
streams.  
 
For example, there is a difference in the handling cost of waste via the transfer 
station compared with material disposed directly to stockpiles out the back of 
the landfill.  
 
These changes will assist in improving the quality of waste streams by 
reducing contamination (by other types of waste, including asbestos) and 
maximising the amount of material recycled through increased and 
encouraged use of the transfer station (where it is more practical to sort waste 
streams). 
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The weighbridge software is unable to report minimum loads for more than 
two types of waste streams, which meant that staff had to manually adjust the 
waste categories.  
 
As waste is handled and disposed on a tonnage basis, adopting a waste 
stream specific tonnage rate with a minimum weight of 20kg will streamline 
and simplify the weighbridge process.  
 
The minimum weight of 20kg has been selected as this is the minimum weight 
that the weighbridge is capable of detecting. Changing this process also 
improves our data collection quality and accuracy of our monthly waste reports 
to the NSW EPA. 
 
Fees Removed 
 
The fee categories for vehicles less than 100kg waste have been removed 
and a minimum weight charge of 20kg has been applied to the per tonne 
charges.  The fee categories removed are shown below. 
 
100% Sorted Household Recyclable – per vehicle $7.30 

100% Sorted Brick and Concrete – per vehicle $10.00 

100% Sorted Roof Tiles and Ceramics – per vehicle $10.00 

Mixed and Bulky Waste – per vehicle $19.00 

100% Green Waste – per vehicle $7.30 

Sorted Wood, Tree or Tree Stumps 
 $7.30 

100% Sorted Scrap Metal – per vehicle 
 $5.00 

Mixed Putrescible Waste – per vehicle 
 $18.50 

 
As an example of how this may impact the average person, previously a 
vehicle with less than 100kg mixed putrescible waste was charged a flat 
$18.50.  Under the new fee structure based on weight, a minimum charge of 
$4.70 will apply.   
 
For say, a 50kg load, the charge would be $11.80.  
 
This should help to reduce the number of complaints where customers feel 
they are paying too much (i.e. $18.50) for a very small load in that they now 
will pay a more reasonable amount. 
 
100% Sorted Household Recyclables 
 
Previously, there were three fee categories for sorted household recyclables, 
being categorised for vehicles with less than 100kg, vehicles less than 600kg, 
and vehicles greater than 600kg. 
 
This has been revised, with the fee category for vehicles less than 100kg 
(which was a flat $7.30 per vehicle) removed.   
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The category for vehicles less than 600kg (re-named as domestic waste 
through the transfer station) has been retained, with the price incremented by 
2.3%. 
 
The category for vehicles greater than 600kg (re-named as commercial waste 
not through the transfer station) has also been retained, with the price 
incremented by 6.7%. This is the only waste stream to have increased in price 
more than the CPI rate.  
 
This is a direct result of an increase in gate fee of $10/tonne for this material to 
be disposed at the Lismore Material Recycling Facility. 

 
100% Sorted Brick and Concrete or 100% Sorted Roof Tiles and Ceramics 
 
Previously there were two fee categories, being a flat minimum charge of $10 
per vehicle and a per tonne charge. 
 
The flat minimum charge has been removed. 
 
Mixed and Bulky Waste 
 
Previously there were three fee categories, being categorised for vehicles with 
less than 100kg, vehicles less than 300kg and vehicles greater than 300kg. 
 
The fee category for vehicles less than 100kg (which was a flat $19 per 
vehicle) has been removed.   
 
The distinction of weight above or below 300kg has been removed, with the 
new differentiation between fees determined on whether or not this waste is 
sorted or unsorted. 
 
100% Green Waste 
 
Previously there were three fee categories, being a flat fee for vehicles with 
less than 100kg, a per tonne fee for sorted green waste and a per tonne fee 
for unsorted contaminated green waste. 
 
The fee category for vehicles less than 100kg (which was a flat $7.30 per 
vehicle) has been removed.   
 
The per tonne fee for sorted green waste ($73 per tonne) has been retained. 
 
Contaminated green waste (previously at $261 per tonne) will be charged 
under the same fee as unsorted mixed waste (now $272 per tonne for tonne). 
 
Sorted Wood, Tree or Tree Stumps 
 
The fee category for vehicles less than 100 kg (which was a flat $7.30 per 
vehicle) has been removed. 
 
100% Sorted Scrap Metal 
 
The fee category for vehicles less than 100 kg (which was a flat $5.00 per 
vehicle) has been removed. The per tonne fee has been decreased from $50 
per tonne to $30 per tonne.  
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This change covers handling costs and ensures market competitiveness, 
whilst reflecting significant market changes in the cost of material. 
 
Mixed Putrescible Waste 
 
Previously, there were three fee categories for mixed putrescible waste, being 
categorised for vehicles with less than 100kg, vehicles less than 300kg, and 
vehicles greater than 300kg. 
 
This has been revised, with the fee category for vehicles less than 100kg 
(which was a flat $18.50 per vehicle) removed.   
 
The category for vehicles less than 300kg (re-named as domestic waste 
through the transfer station) has been retained. 
 
The category for vehicles greater than 300kg (re-named as commercial waste 
not through the transfer station) has also been retained. 
 
Asbestos Waste 
 
Asbestos sample test kits remain available at no charge. 
 
The fee for Household Asbestos Disposal Kits has been retained at $30 to 
encourage residents to appropriately dispose of asbestos waste by 
subsidising the cost of these kits. 
 
Refrigerators / Air Conditioners 
 
The fee per item has been retained at $47. This covers the cost of degassing 
and additional processing of this material. It is then treated as scrap metal. 
 
Gas Bottles / Pressure Containers 
 
This fee (previously $16.50 per item) has been removed, with gas bottles now 
disposed at the Community Recycling Centre free of charge. 
 
Dead Animals 
 
The fee structure for disposal has been amended.  Previously the charges 
were a flat fee based on whether the animal was deemed as small ($13.50), 
medium ($37.00) or large ($71.50). 
 
The fee has been revised to a weight based charge of $272.00 per tonne, with 
a minimum weight charge of 20kg ($5.40).  
 
The waste fee has been amended to align with the putrescible waste charges. 
 
Weighbridge Certificate 
 
The fee has been retained at $36 to ensure market competiveness. 
 
In summary this review will result in a fairer overall charging structure and help 
to avoid customers with relatively small loads paying excessive amounts. 
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Domestic Waste Management (DWM) 
 

DWM is, in comparison to LRM, a smaller and more predictable operation. 
The business must pay wages and provide collection vehicles for residential 
mixed and recycled kerbside collections, plus meet contract payments for the 
kerbside collection of residential green waste.  
 
A guaranteed income stream is available in the form of the annual charge and 
this charge can be adjusted at Council’s discretion, subject to certain 
requirements of the Local Government Act. 
 
DWM owns six collection vehicles with the useful life of each vehicle 
approximately six years. The business must generate sufficient cash to 
replace these trucks.   
 
The plant program anticipates that four of the six trucks require replacement in 
2018/19, at an approximate net cost of $380,000 each (assumes $30,000 
trade in value).  
 
This means that DWM requires, on average, an annual transfer to reserve of 
$380,000 to provide for vehicle replacement based on an estimated life of six 
years for each vehicle. 
 
The next table shows the recent financial results for DWM. 

 
Table Three - Actual and Forecast Results for DWM 

 
 
Item 

2015/16 
Actual 
$000 

2016/17 
Actual 
$000 

2017/18 
Estimate 

$000 
Operating Revenues 6,080 6,308 6,523 
Operating Expenses 5,917 6,007 6,094 
Operating Result - Surplus / (Deficit) 163 301 429 
Less Depreciation 177 177 180 
Cash Operating Result - Surplus / Deficit) 340 478 609 
Less Loan Principal Repaid 163 0 0 
Less Capital Expenditure 379 0 0 
Cash Increase / (Decrease) (202) 478 609 
Reserve Balance 1,385 1,863 2,472 
 
The current forecast for 2017/18 is for a cash surplus $609,000. This increase 
to reserves helps to fund the planned truck replacement program in 2018/19. 
 
Financial Model 
 
DWM is in a sound financial position with no debt owing and reserves are 
anticipated to be approximately $2.5 million at the end of the current financial 
year.  
 
The purchase of four new trucks is scheduled for 2018/19, at an estimated 
cost of $1.5 million. 
 
The financial model is based on an increase to the annual charge of 2.3% in 
2017/18 and 2.5% in the following years.  
 
The next table shows a summary of the model. 
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Table Five: DWM Long Term Financial Plan 
 

Description 17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 
Operating 
Revenues 6,523 6,658 6,800 6,986 7,146 7,339 7,504 7,708 7,877 8,076 8,277 
Operating 
Expenses 6,094 6,302 6,459 6,619 6,782 6,950 7,121 7,297 7,477 7,662 7,851 
Operating 
Result 429 356 342 367 363 388 382 411 400 414 426 
Add Back 
Deprec 181 184 188 192 195 199 203 208 212 216 220 
Cash 
Surplus  609 540 529 559 559 588 586 619 612 630 646 
Capital 
Income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Loan 
Principal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Capital 
Expenditure 0 1,520 0 1,200 0 1,400 0 1,600 0 1,800 0 
Net Reserve 
M’ment  609 (980) 529 (641) 559 (812) 586 (981) 612 (1,170) 646 
Total 
Reserves 2,472 1,492 2,021 1,380 1,939 1,127 1,712 731 1,343 173 820 

 
The plan predicts that the cash surplus will range between $500,000 and 
$650,000 over the ten year period. This is generally sufficient to meet known 
liabilities and planned vehicle replacements. 
 
The main threat to this scenario is changes to LRM operations that will impact 
gate fees and DWM. 
 
The main DWM assumptions in the financial plan are: 
 
• Charges to increase by approximately 2.3% for 2018/19 and 2.5% 

thereafter 
• Waste streams will remain similar to the current year 
• Costs for labour, plant and contracts to rise by approximately 2.3% for 

2018/19 and 2.5% thereafter  
• Capital outlays limited to (an average of) one replacement vehicle per year 
• No external loans 

 
The main features of the 2018/19 plan include: 
 
• Annual charge income of $6.7 million 
• Gate fees paid to LRM $2 million 
• Green waste collection and gate fees $1.2 million 
• Overheads $709,000 

 
Annual Charges 
 
The draft 2018/19 charges for DWM are included as an attachment to this 
report. Charges for waste collection services are generally proposed to 
increase by approximately 2.3%.  
 
Legal / Resource / Financial Implications 

Council needs to consider carefully the financial implications of any proposed 
changes in waste charges and the need to meet appropriate legislative and 
environmental standards.   
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Consultation 

The proposed waste charges will be subject to community consultation 
through the exhibition of the draft Operational Plan. 
Options 

Council has the option of endorsing the proposed charges or examining 
further alternatives. The recommendation is to exhibit the proposed fees and 
charges as per the contents of this report. 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

That Council endorses the inclusion of the LRM and DWM long term financial 
plans and draft fees and charges, as attached to this report, in the draft 
2018/19 Delivery Program and Operational Plan for public exhibition. 
 

 

Attachment(s) 

1. Draft 2018/19 Fees and Charges - Waste Operations 
2. LRM and DWM Long Term Financial Plans  
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4.6 Rating Structure and Land Valuations - 2018/19 
 
Delivery Program Financial Services 

Objective To review the propposed ordinary rating structure for 
the 2018/19 rating year. 

      
 

Background 

The Local Government Act (LGA) provides a variety of options for councils in 
adopting an ordinary rating structure.  
 
Typically Council has minimised major changes to the existing rating structure 
as changes do not result in increased revenue, but rather they vary the 
manner in which the ordinary rate burden is distributed across all rateable 
properties. 
 
The primary objective is to try and determine a structure that is fair and 
equitable within the limitations of the LGA. The information that follows 
outlines the proposed rating structure for the 2018/19 rating year. 
 

Key Issues 

• Equity 
 

Information 

There are a number of options Council can consider in respect to 
implementing its overall rating structure. Council can choose a base amount 
(the current structure) or a minimum rating structure, and can also choose to 
levy different rates for groups of properties categorised as residential, 
business, farmland or mining.  
 
Groups of properties can also be sub-categorised, primarily based on their 
locality. 
 
In respect to rating structures, the onus is on Council to adopt a fair and 
equitable structure that also complies with criteria outlined within the LGA. 
 
In order for Council to decide upon a fair and equitable rating structure, the 
following two principles of rating are considered: 

• Ability to pay principle – This assumes there is a relationship between 
land values and the ability to pay rates  

• The benefit principle – This is the "user pays" principle 
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The mix between the rate in the dollar applied to the property’s land valuation 
(ability to pay principle) and the base amount (benefit principle), is determined 
by Council after consideration of certain restrictions contained in the Local 
Government Act 1993 (LGA). 
 
Base Amount Rating Structure 
 
Council has been using the base amount rating structure since 2005/06. This 
structure comprises two components that make up the total ordinary land rate 
a property pays being:  
 
• The base amount is the fixed amount levied on each rateable property, or 

category of properties (i.e. residential, farmland and business). The base 
amount levied assumes that all properties benefit equally in respect of 
works and services provided by Council. Under the LGA, the base amount 
cannot generate more than 50% of the total rate income in each rating 
category. 

 
• The balance of a property’s ordinary rate within each category is then 

calculated by multiplying a rate in the dollar by the property’s land 
valuation. The higher the land value, the more the property will pay. 

 
The base amount rating structure tends to flatten out the rates payable by 
individual residential properties, as only half of the ordinary rate is determined 
by the property’s land valuation. Council determined this to be the most 
equitable structure, as there is an underlying assumption that properties are 
benefiting equally from Council services. 
 
Council has adopted a uniform base amount for all residential, business and 
farmland properties.  
 
The residential base amount derives just less than the maximum 50%, which 
means that, because business and farmland category properties tend to have 
higher land valuations (and fewer properties) than the residential category, the 
base amount for business and farmland categories raises significantly less 
than the maximum 50% (for 2017/18, around 15% and 32% respectively). 
 
As a result, the land valuation determines the majority of the total ordinary rate 
paid by business and farmland properties, which results in higher valued 
properties accepting a greater share of the rate burden. 
 
Council previously had the base amount for business and farmland properties 
at the 50% threshold, however Council resolved to make the base charge the 
same for all properties, no matter the category, as this was considered to 
provide a more equitable distribution of the rate burden for business and 
farmland properties.  
 
Unlike residential properties, business and farmland properties are generally 
income producing, so it can be argued that our rating structure recognises a 
correlation between the land valuation and the level of potential income able to 
be generated by the land (i.e. the “ability to pay” principle). 
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Yield from Business Category to be 20% of Total Yield 
 
Due to Ballina Shire, at that time, having the lowest average rate for the 
business category of properties for similar sized councils, in 2006 Council 
resolved to increase the yield from business properties from 10% of the total 
rate yield to 20% over a period of five years (i.e. incrementally increase by 2% 
per annum). 
 
This strategy was commenced in the 2006/07 rating year and in 2010/11, the 
yield from the business category had reached the desired 20%.  
 
In all following rating years, Council has decided to retain the 20% proportion 
of total income from the business category regardless of actual growth 
movements between rating categories from year to year. 
 
In recent years properties within the residential category have seen the 
highest growth in land values. This means that if the total rate burden between 
rating categories was altered each year based on actual growth, the business 
category proportion would be less than 20% of the total income generated. 
 
What this does do is result in a much higher rate in the dollar for business 
properties (business properties have a higher differential).  
 
The higher rate in the dollar compensates for the relatively lower land value 
and effectively provides a distortion in the valuations to generate the required 
revenue.  
 
Growth and Notional Rate Calculation 
 
Each year Council performs a notional calculation to obtain the total allowable 
general rate income for the following year. Included in this calculation is a 
percentage limit of variation from a previous year, known as the rate peg limit, 
as determined by IPART. 
 
The notional calculation method also provides Council with additional income 
to allow for additional service provision costs caused by growth.  
 
The growth calculation is based on property number changes and changes to 
land valuations of the same base date, from year to year. Council can also 
recover income lost in previous years (on a one off basis) for income lost as a 
result of valuation objections. 
 
Ordinary Rate Calculation Methodology 
 
The following steps outline the current methodology used to set the base 
amount rating structure and ordinary rate. It is intended to use the same 
methodology in the setting of 2018/19 ordinary rates. 
 
1. Calculate the total notional income for 2017/18 and total notional income 

yield allowable for 2018/19. This entails using the base amount and rate in 
the dollar set in 2017/18 and applying it to the current properties and land 
valuations on hand (rather than those on hand when the 2017/18 rates 
were set in July 2017).  
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This effectively creates a growth allowance within the total allowable 
income for 2018/19.  
 
The rate pegging limit and the special variation percentage is then applied 
to the calculated 2017/18 notional income. This generates total allowable 
general income figures with and without the special rate variation. 
 
In addition to this, legislative adjustments such as income lost in previous 
years due to land value objections (one off adjustment) and previous year 
catch up/excess results are included. 
 

2. Implement the current strategy adopted by Council to set the total 
business category income as 20% of the total allowable income.  
 

3. Take into account growth in assessments and land valuations between 
categories from the previous year to arrive at a percentage of total income 
required from the farmland and residential categories (business already 
set at 20% and currently no mining category properties). 
 

4. Calculate the base amount (flat charge) for the residential category to be 
marginally less than 50% to conform to legislative requirements. This base 
amount is then utilised as the base amount for the business and farmland 
categories. 

 
5. Calculate the rate in the dollar for each category, with the mining category 

to be set at the same rate as the business category. The farmland 
category rate in the dollar is set at approximately 85% of the residential 
rate in the dollar. 

 
Proposed 2018/19 Rating Structure 
 
IPART announced a rate pegging limit of 2.3% for the 2018/19 rating year 
however Council is applying for a permanent special rate variation to 
allowable income of 6.8% above the 2.3%, giving a total of 9.1%. 
 
The 6.8% increase is made up of two parts, being catch-up of the temporary 
approval for a 3.4% increase for 2017/18 and a 3.4% increase for 2018/19.  
 
The following estimates are based on Council’s application for a 9.1% 
increase in 2018/19 being successful.  
 
If unsuccessful, the 2018/19 estimates will be recalculated based on the 2.3% 
rate peg limit.  
 
The 6.8% difference equates to around $1,422,000 in income. 
 

Table One: 2016/17 and 2017/18 Rating Structures 
 

Rate Category 2016/17 2017/18 
Base Amount Rate in Dollar Base Amount Rate in Dollar 

Residential 470 0.190250 491 0.165830 
Business  470 0.757920 491 0.755810 
Farmland 470 0.150990 491 0.141280 
Mining 470 0.757920 491 0.755810 
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Table Two: Proposed 2018/19 Rating Structure 

 
Rating Category 

 
9.1% Increase 

Base Amount Rate in Dollar 
Residential 519 0.174600 
Business  519 0.800230 
Farmland 519 0.149120 
Mining 519 0.800230 
 
Table One shows the adopted rating structures for 2016/17 and 2017/18.  
 
Table Two details the proposed structure for 2018/19, which incorporates the 
proposed 9.1% special variation increase. 
 
The figures in Table Two are in draft form only and will change slightly by the 
time they are adopted for 2018/19.  
 
This is because ratepayers may successfully object to their current valuations, 
and there will be variations due to growth in assessments and land valuations 
between now and when the 2018/19 rating structure is adopted by Council. 
 

Table Three: Proposed 2018/19 Income per Category (Cat.) at 9.1% 
 
 2017/18 2018/19 

Rate 
Category 

Income 
4.9% 

Increase 

Cat.% 
from 
base 

Cat %  
of 

yield 
Ave 
Rate 

Income 
9.1% 

increase 

Cat % 
from 
base 

Cat % 
of 

yield 
Ave 
Rate 

Residential 15,629,127 49.81 72.66 985 16,651,862 49.90 73.02 1,040 
Business  4,302,003 14.57 20.00 3,298 4,560,901 14.64 20.00 3,487 
Farmland 1,579,155 32.40 7.34 1,514 1,591,876 32.14 6.98 1,614 
Mining 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total 21,510,285 N/A 100.0 1,181 22,804,639 N/A 100.00 1,246 

 
Table Three details the income that will be generated for each rating category, 
the percentage of revenue each category derives and the average rate per 
category. The increase in total notional income between 2017/18 and 2018/19 
equates to $1,294,354. 
 
The next three tables provide examples of the rates payable for a range of 
land valuations, based on the residential, business and farmland rating 
categories. 
 

Table Four: Residential Rates Payable in 2018/19 
**(2017/18 rate levy figure is actual levy and includes the 4.9% temporary SRV) 

 

Land Value Range Property 
Count 

Land 
Valuation 

2017/18 
rate** 

2018/19 
rate 

Change 
($) 

Change 
(%) 

0 to 99,999 1,246 50,000 574 606 32 5.64% 

100,000 to 199,999 2,831 150,000 740 781 41 5.56% 

200,000 to 299,999 5,843 250,000 906 956 50 5.51% 

300,000 to 399,999 3,156 350,000 1,071 1,130 59 5.48% 

400,000 to 499,999 1,651 450,000 1,237 1,305 67 5.45% 

500,000 to 599,999 431 550,000 1,403 1,479 76 5.43% 

600,000 to 699,999 269 650,000 1,569 1,654 85 5.42% 

700,000 to 799,999 179 750,000 1,735 1,829 94 5.41% 
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Land Value Range Property 
Count 

Land 
Valuation 

2017/18 
rate** 

2018/19 
rate 

Change 
($) 

Change 
(%) 

800,000 to 899,999 108 850,000 1,901 2,003 103 5.40% 

900,000 to 999,999 96 950,000 2,066 2,178 111 5.39% 
1,000,000 to 

1,499,999 157 1,250,000 2,564 2,702 138 5.37% 
1,500,000 to 

1,999,999 35 1,750,000 3,393 3,575 181 5.35% 
2,000,000 to 

2,999,999 13 2,500,000 4,637 4,884 247 5.33% 

> 3,000,000 6 3,000,000 5,466 5,757 291 5.33% 
 

Table Five: Business Rates Payable in 2018/19 
**(2017/18 rate levy figure is actual levy and includes the 4.9% temporary SRV) 
 

Land Value Range Property 
Count 

Land 
Valuation 

2017/18 
rate** 

2018/19 
rate 

Change 
($) 

Change 
(%) 

0 to 99,999 367 50,000 869 919 50 5.78% 

100,000 to 199,999 290 150,000 1,625 1,719 95 5.82% 

200,000 to 299,999 170 250,000 2,381 2,520 139 5.84% 

300,000 to 399,999 129 350,000 3,136 3,320 183 5.85% 

400,000 to 499,999 117 450,000 3,892 4,120 228 5.86% 

500,000 to 599,999 60 550,000 4,648 4,920 272 5.86% 

600,000 to 699,999 33 650,000 5,404 5,720 317 5.86% 

700,000 to 799,999 27 750,000 6,160 6,521 361 5.86% 

800,000 to 899,999 18 850,000 6,915 7,321 406 5.87% 

900,000 to 999,999 10 950,000 7,671 8,121 450 5.87% 

1,000,000 to 1,499,999 46 1,250,000 9,939 10,522 583 5.87% 

1,500,000 to 1,999,999 22 1,750,000 13,718 14,523 805 5.87% 

2,000,000 to 2,999,999 16 2,500,000 19,386 20,525 1,139 5.87% 

> 3,000,000 10 3,000,000 23,165 24,526 1,361 5.87% 
 

Table Six: Farmland Rates Payable in 2018/19 
**(2017/18 rate levy figure is actual levy and includes the 4.9% temporary SRV) 
 

Land Value Range Property 
Count 

Land 
Valuation 

2017/18 
rate** 

2018/19 
rate 

Change 
($) 

Change 
(%) 

0 to 99,999 3 50,000 562 594 32 5.68% 

100,000 to 199,999 3 150,000 703 743 40 5.66% 

200,000 to 299,999 27 250,000 844 892 48 5.64% 

300,000 to 399,999 89 350,000 985 1,041 55 5.63% 

400,000 to 499,999 187 450,000 1,127 1,190 63 5.62% 

500,000 to 599,999 206 550,000 1,268 1,339 71 5.61% 

600,000 to 699,999 123 650,000 1,409 1,488 79 5.60% 

700,000 to 799,999 89 750,000 1,551 1,637 87 5.60% 

800,000 to 899,999 56 850,000 1,692 1,787 95 5.59% 

900,000 to 999,999 48 950,000 1,833 1,936 102 5.59% 

1,000,000 to 1,499,999 103 1,250,000 2,257 2,383 126 5.58% 

1,500,000 to 1,999,999 33 1,750,000 2,963 3,129 165 5.57% 

2,000,000 to 2,999,999 9 2,500,000 4,023 4,247 224 5.57% 

>3,000,000 10 3,000,000 4,729 4,993 263 5.57% 
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For eligible pensioners, the general concession (i.e. ordinary rates plus 
domestic waste charges) in accordance with the LGA is 50% of the general 
levy to a maximum of $250 per annum. 
 
This maximum has remained unchanged for many years. All properties have 
paid greater than $500 per annum in ordinary rates and domestic waste 
charges for some time now and as a result, pensioners meet the full cost of 
any increase. 
 
For many years, Council has received a 55% reimbursement of pensioner 
concessions granted from the State Government (although legislation has 
only ever provided for a 50% reimbursement).  
 
The current State Government has promised to continue to provide a 55% 
reimbursement up until the 2017/18 annual claim (claims are made once a 
year in October). It has not yet been confirmed whether or not the full 55% will 
be provided in 2018/19. 
 
In regard to our previous annual claim for reimbursement in October 2017, we 
provided a total of $1,448,000 in pensioner concessions for all rates and 
charges (i.e. ordinary rates, domestic waste charges, water and wastewater 
charges).  
 
Of this, the State Government provided a 55% reimbursement being 
$796,000.  
 
If Council were not provided with the additional 5%, it would equate to 
$72,000 in lost revenue.  
 
For ordinary rates and domestic waste charge pensioner concessions only 
(i.e. excluding water and wastewater), the 5% reduction would result in a 
$44,000 loss to General Fund revenue. 
 

Legal / Resource / Financial Implications 

It is important that Council adopt the most equitable and fairest rating structure 
within the limitations that exist within the legislation. 
 
Rates are a very important component of a council’s resource or revenue 
base. They provide a guaranteed income source and rate income can be used 
to finance essentially any service provided by a council. 

Consultation 

The rating structure will be placed on exhibition for public comment as part of 
the 2018/19 Operational Plan. 
 

Options 

Council can vary the rating structure through changes in the base charge, 
higher or lower differentials between categories and differentials within 
categories. 
 
The proposed rating structure is shown in Table Two of this report. 
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It is important to note the impact this rating structure is having on the rate in 
the dollar differentials. The farmland property rate in the dollar is 
approximately 85% of the residential rate in the dollar.  
 
On the other hand, the business rate in the dollar is approximately 458%, or 
four and a half times, the residential rate in the dollar.  
 
This reflects the impact of the decision to raise 20% of the total rate revenue 
from business properties.  
To achieve that outcome, the 458% differential must be applied to the 
business property values. This compares to 358% in 2010/11 when the rating 
structure was first implemented. Therefore, over time, this differential has 
grown. 
 
Prior to the decision in 2006 to increase the yield from business properties to 
20% of the total income, the residential and business property rate in the 
dollar was the same figure.  
 
What has happened over time is that the total of the residential land values as 
well as the number of residential properties have grown proportionally faster 
than the business properties and we have had to gradually increase the 
business differential to achieve the 20% outcome. 
 
No change is recommended to the current structure for 2018/19 however it is 
important for Council to note the magnitude of the differentials for both 
farmland and business properties as compared to residential properties. 
 
The preferred approach is to retain the existing structure for 2018/19, 
particularly given that this is a proposed SRV year. This is because a change 
in rating structure represents a redistribution of costs between different types 
of ratepayers.  For those ratepayers that may be negatively impacted, the 
change in one year would be exacerbated by the SRV increase.  
 
However Council may wish to consider a review of the rating structure in a 
year where there is no SRV, which is proposed for 2020/21. 
 
Typically the community is very interested in any significant changes to the 
rating structure. If Council were to consider making significant changes to the 
current rating structure, extensive community engagement would be required. 
 
The actual draft Operational Plan for 2018/19 will need to include both the 
2.3% standard rate peg limit and the 9.1% special rate variation, if approved, 
however for the purposes of this report, and to simplify the modelling, only the 
9.1% has been included. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. That for the draft 2018/19 Operational Plan, Council approves the 
inclusion of a base rating structure, modelled on the 2017/18 structure, 
which applies the following principles: 

 
a) Marginally less than 50% of the rate income for the residential 

category of properties being generated from the base amount 
 

b) Business, farmland and mining categories to have the same base 
amount as the residential base amount 

 
c) A total of 20% income from the rate yield to be sourced from the 

business category properties 
 

d) Farmland rate in the dollar is approximately 85% of the residential rate 
in the dollar  

 
e) The mining category rate in the dollar to be set as the same rate as 

the business category (currently no mining category properties in the 
shire). 

 
2. That Council notes the indicative figures for this rating structure for 

2018/19, as per Tables Two and Three of this report. 
 

3. That Council notes that the draft 2018/19 Operational Plan will also 
include a rating structure based on a 2.3% rate peg limit on the 
assumption that Council’s proposed special rate variation may not be 
approved. 

 

Attachment(s) 

Nil  
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4.7 Ballina - Byron Gateway Airport - Long Term Financial Plan 
 
Delivery Program Commercial Services 

Objective To review the long term financial plan for the airport. 

      
 

Background 

The Ballina Byron Gateway Airport (BBGA) is operated as a stand-alone 
business by Council.  
 
Even though it operates as a business the BBGA has traditionally not paid a 
cash dividend to Council’s General Fund operations based on the principle 
that the return to the community is the economic benefit generated through 
the provision of a wide range of affordable local airline services and 
associated jobs to the residents of the Ballina Shire and the Northern Rivers 
region. 
 
However Council did resolve to consider the inclusion of a dividend from the 
BBGA as part of the formulation of the 2017/18 General Fund Long Term 
Financial Plan (LTFP) and the draft LTFP for 2018/19 is based on a dividend 
of $100,000 being paid each year for the ten year life of the LTFP.  
 
In recent years the financial performance of the BBGA has been steadily 
improving as outlined in Table One. 
 

Table One - Airport Actual Operating Results for 2011/12 to 2016/17 
  

Item 2012/13 
Actual 
($’000) 

2013/14 
Actual 
($’000) 

2014/15 
Actual 
($’000) 

2015/16 
Actual 
($’000) 

2016/17 
Actual 
($’000) 

Operating Revenues 4,005 4,618 4,710 5,112 5,780 
Operating Expenses 4,081 4,329 4,363 4,513 4,958 
Operating Surplus / (Deficit) (76) 289 347 599 822 
Add Back Depreciation 830 761 771 830 807 
Cash Operating Surplus  754 1,050 1,118 1,429 1,629 
Capital Movements      
Less: Loan Principal Repaid 532 839 845 971 1,073 
Add: Capital Income – Grants 2,885 0 0 2,291 0 
Add: Capital Income - Loans 7,300 4,648 725 500 0 
Less: Capital Expenditure 5,787 4,995 1,129 2,880 700 
Less: Unexpended Loans 4,648 0 0 0 0 
Net Cash Movement (28) (136) (131) 369 (144) 
Reserve Balance (Deficit) (455) (591) (722) (353) (497) 
Balance Outstanding Loans 9,999 9,160 9,040 8,569 7,496 

 
Revenues have been increasing at a rate exceeding that of operating 
expenses, resulting in steady improvements to the operating result before and 
after depreciation. 
 
This is excellent from a business sustainability perspective with an operating 
surplus now being recorded on a consistent basis. 
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Whilst the operating result is improving, capital expenditure, including loan 
principal repayments, has been exceeding the available cash reserve, 
resulting in the Airport Reserve continuing to be overdrawn. 
 
This overdraft is funded by an internal loan from Council’s Property Reserves, 
which are also reaching low levels, as property and community infrastructure 
works are delivered.  
 
This means it is important that the overdraft be repaid as early as possible 
with the latest update of the LTFP assuming that the overdraft will be repaid in 
full during 2018/19. 
 
In summary the BBGA is a major business operation within Council’s overall 
budget, along with being an economic driver for the region, and the report that 
follows outlines the latest update for the LTFP. 
 
Key Issues 
 
• Assumptions, financial position and performance 
 
Information 
 
The BBGA has gone through a period of strong growth with passenger 
numbers rapidly increasing and the services provided also improving.  
 
Capital expenditure has been incurred on major works including an upgrade of 
the terminal, extension of the apron and an overlay of the runway.  
 
The next major project is stage two of the terminal expansion with Council 
being awarded a State Government grant of $4.5m for the project and 
construction works scheduled to commence in early 2018/19. 
 
Based on the latest available information the existing LTFP for the BBGA has 
been updated for the 2018/19 financial year onwards and a copy is included 
as attachment one (six pages).  
 
The attachment includes the following information: 
 
• Pages One and Two – Provides the actual and estimated operating results 

for the period from 2002/03 to 2027/28 (some years between 2002/03 and 
2013/14 are hidden to allow the information to fit on the A3 pages) 
 

• Page Three – Outlines the capital movements for the business relating to 
capital expenditure, sources of funding for that capital expenditure, the 
cash balances for the Airport Reserve and a summary of the loan debt, 
including annual principal and interest repayments.  
 

• Pages Four to Six – Charts summarising key ratios and figures. 
 
The forecast operating results for the term of the draft 2018/19 to 2021/22 
Delivery Program, as per pages one and two of attachment one, are 
summarised in the following table. 
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Table Two: Airport Forecast Operating Results for 2017/18 to 2027/28 
 

Item 2017/18 
Estimate 
($’000) 

2018/19 
Estimate 
($’000) 

2019/20 
Estimate 
($’000) 

2020/21 
Estimate 
($’000) 

2021/22 
Estimate 
($’000) 

Operating Revenues 6,074 6,192 6,522 6,685 6,852 
Operating Expenses 5,370 5,623 5,800 5,896 5,997 
Operating Surplus / (Deficit) 704 570 722 789 856 
Add Back Depreciation 999 1,030 1,108 1,147 1,187 
Cash Operating Surplus  1,703 1,600 1,830 1,936 2,043 
Capital Movements      
Less: Loan Principal Repaid 1,130 1,189 1,362 1,435 1,444 
Add: Capital Income – Grants 2,400 2,100 0 0 0 
Add: Capital Income - Loans 0 2,400 0 0 0 
Less: Dividend 0 100 100 100 100 
Less: Capital Expenditure 2,493 4,550 552 554 256 
Net Cash Movement 480 261 (184) (153) 243 
Reserve Balance (Deficit) (18) 243 59 (94) 149 
Balance Outstanding Loans 6,364 7,575 6,213 4,778 3,334 

 
As per this summary the operating result is forecast to further improve over 
the four year period, although the 2018/19 result, at this point in time, is 
forecast to be lower than 2017/18, primarily due to limited growth in revenues. 
 
The forecast has income only increasing by 1% as a conservative approach 
has been taken to passenger growth, with numbers predicted to be stable at 
around 520,000 passengers per annum. Both Virgin and Jetstar are operating 
at good capacity however there is no certainty around when and if they will 
increase flights.  
 
Typically one extra regular jet service can add 50,000 passengers per annum. 
 
This income projection is conservative to minimise any financial risk of more 
optimistic targets not being achieved. 
 
Car parking income has also been reduced for 2018/19 on the assumption 
that the terminal expansion project, and related car park works, may impact 
substantially on the availability of car parking.  
 
The project will be managed to limit this impact and this is again a 
conservative approach. 
 
The Airport Reserve balance remains close to a zero balance with annual 
fluctuations dependent on the amount of capital expenditure.  
 
This movement within the Reserve balance is considered reasonable, 
although ideally Council should be looking to increase that balance over time, 
as a buffer to assist with any unexpected expenditure. 
 
In respect to the remaining income and expense items that form the operating 
results (pages one and two of the attachment) other key points of interest are 
as follows. 
 
Operating Revenues (page one of attachment) 

 
• Car Rental Franchises - Strong growth is anticipated in the car rental 

franchises with new agreements now fully operational. 
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• Rental Terminal Building – Expansion – This line represents the estimated 
increase in existing revenues once the terminal expansion is completed. 
The assumption being that the terminal will be completed early 2019 with 
50% of the forecast additional income being received in 2018/19 
($60,000) and 100% (extra $120,000) in 2019/20 and then indexed 
onwards.  
 

• Airport Bus Shuttle Rents – Income from this item is relatively stable as 
there is competition from other service providers such as Uber. 

 
Operating Expenses (pages one and two) 

 
• Management – Salaries and Oncosts – There has been a significant 

recruitment process undertaken following the departure of four staff 
members (two retirements and two resignations), plus Council also 
approved the recruitment of an additional reporting officer for 2017/18. All 
positions have now been filled. 
 

• Cleaning Contracts – The expanded terminal will see an increase in costs 
associated with maintaining the terminal. 

 
• Aircraft Movement Area – This budget has been increased to provide a 

higher level of maintenance to the parking bays on a recurrent basis. 
 

• Service Charges – This increase has been offset by a reduction in the 
building maintenance budget as some charges were previously charged 
to building maintenance. This better reflects the nature of the expenditure. 

 
• Electricity – As per the comment for cleaning. 
 
The overall operating result, inclusive of depreciation, is forecast to remain 
around the $700,000 mark which is a good result recognising that 
depreciation is such a big expenditure item. 
 
Cash Result after Capital Movements (bottom of page two) 
 
As the BBGA has been self-funding this cash result has always been zero, 
although for 2018/19 onwards it is now showing a $100,000 surplus. This 
figure represents the dividend that is being paid to the General Fund from 
2018/19 onwards. 
 
It is reasonable for a business activity to provide a dividend to Council 
although it does need to be acknowledged that every $100,000 taken out of 
the business represents less funding available for capital expenditure at the 
BBGA. Over the ten year forecast of the LTFP there is $1m less available for 
capital works, whilst on the other hand the General Fund will have an extra 
$1m for essential Council services. 
 
Capital Movements (page three) 
 
The major capital project planned for 2017/18 and 2018/19 is the terminal 
expansion with $2.4m in 2017/18 and $4m for 2018/19.  
 
The construction tenders are scheduled to close mid-April for reporting to the 
April Ordinary meeting.   
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It is likely that the majority of the $2.4m expenditure predicted for 2017/18 will 
be expended in the 2018/19 financial year and this cash flow will be reviewed 
as part of the March 2018 Quarterly Financial Review.  
 
The other major projects planned for 2018/19 are: 
 
• Airport Precinct Master Plan - $100,000 – With the on-going expansion of 

the airport, along with associated services and works, the development of 
a new ten year master plan is imperative. This plan will clarify a range of 
future capital projects along with other ancillary services such as areas for 
leasing and other associated business activities. 

 
• PALC, Lighting Controls and ALER - $370,000 – There have been on-

going issues with the PALC (Pilot Activated Lighting Control System), the 
lighting controls and the ALER (Aerodrome Lighting Equipment Room). 
The PALC and ALER require upgrading and on-going add-ons to the 
original lighting controls have resulted in the current system no longer 
being compliant. 

 
Solar Power  
 
Council has previously resolved for a report on options to provide solar power 
at the BBGA and the final attachment to this report is a solar system proposal 
prepared by Stralis Energy. 

 
The preferred proposal in that report is for Council to install 500 x 300w solar 
panels on covered car parking, with the solar installation estimated at 
approximately $350,000 to $400,000.  
 
The return on investment for this capital cost is estimated at approximately 
20% on the assumption that Council would be saving around $70,000 to 
$80,000 in electricity costs each year. 
 
This costing does not include the construction of the carports, which the report 
estimates at $362,000 (plus or minus 20%), albeit the cost could be 
substantially higher dependent on the final design. 
 
This is a worthwhile project and the preference is to implement these works as 
quickly as possible, however the forecast cash flows and subsequent reserve 
balance for 2018/19, have insufficient funds for this work in 2018/19.  
 
Therefore the works have been included in 2019/20 and 2020/21 based on an 
estimated cost of $1m, inclusive of boom gates, which will also help to 
improve car parking and traffic management.  
 
The works have been spread over the two financial years to ensure the Airport 
Reserve is not overdrawn, although Council could decide to undertake all the 
works in 2019/20, and overdraw the reserve for that year, due to the financial 
benefits gained from installing solar.  
 
This timing can be reviewed when Council prepares the 2019/20 budget in 
March / April 2019. 
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The capital expenditure as currently presented allows staff to focus on 
delivering the terminal expansion project in 2018/19, as this is a very complex 
project with significant impacts on passenger movements through the 
terminal, followed up by the car parking, solar and boom gate works in 
2019/20 and / or 2020/21.  
 
Legal / Resource / Financial Implications 

As outlined in the information section of this report. 
Options 

The information in this report provides an overview of the latest financial plan 
for the BBGA.  
 
The capital expenditure included in the LTFP represents the major works 
needed for the BBGA and as per the capital expenditure summary there are 
many millions of dollars that will need to be invested into the airport on a 
regular basis.  
 
Some of these works have been delayed in the works program to ensure the 
Airport Reserve is not significantly overdrawn and the exact timing of works 
will need to be reviewed on an annual basis to ensure they are delivered 
when necessary. 
 
Council’s Chief Operating Officer for the BBGA will be present at this meeting 
to provide a presentation on the future plans for the airport.  
 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

That Council approves the inclusion of the draft Long Term Financial Plan for 
the Ballina – Byron Gateway Airport, as attached to this report, in the draft 
2018/19 to 2021/22 Delivery Program and Operational Plan. 

 

Attachment(s) 

1. BBGA - Long Term Financial Plan 
2. BBGA - Solar Proposal  
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4.8 Property Reserves - Review 
 
Delivery Program Commercial Services 

Objective To review the property reserve forecasts. 

      
 

Background 

Council’s property development activities represent a major part of Council’s 
overall operations with funding from those activities having generated tens of 
millions of dollars to assist in delivering community infrastructure projects over 
many years. The revenues that finance the property development activities 
are managed through Council’s internal Property Reserves (cash reserves) 
with those reserves consisting of two main components being the: 
 
1. Property Development Reserve (PDR) – This reserve is the banker for 

Council’s commercial property development activities and; 
 

2. Community Infrastructure Reserve (CIR) – This reserve receives revenue 
from commercial property rentals and dividends from the PDR, with the 
funds held in the reserve then financing community infrastructure projects. 

 
Council has a significant number of financial commitments currently being 
funded by these reserves and the purpose of this report is to update Council 
on the current state of the reserves. 
Key Issues 

• Funding priorities and constraints 
Information 

Property Development Reserve (PDR) 
 
Council has recently purchased a property at Byron Bay Road, Lennox Head 
to assist with the extension of Hutley Drive. This property is, in the interim, 
being fully funded by the PDR. 
 
In addition to this, the PDR is also making a $4m contribution to the 
construction of Airport Boulevard, with that project also funded in part by a 
Federal Government grant of $3m. The total cost of Airport Boulevard is 
estimated at $7m. 
 
The difficulty with these two expenditures is that they represent major, largely 
unplanned outlays, which will generate minimal financial returns to Council 
and to the PDR, in the short to medium term. 
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The Byron Bay Road was an unplanned acquisition and Airport Boulevard is 
being constructed, well ahead of schedule, as Council still has undeveloped 
industrial land in Boeing Avenue with road frontage (opposite Harvey 
Norman). Airport Boulevard is occurring primarily as Council has a $3m 
Federal Government grant to part fund the project. Both these expenditures 
are largely draining the PDR and the latest review of that reserve is outlined in 
the following table. 
 

Table One – Property Development Reserve 
 

Item 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 
Opening Balance 2,982,700 1,241,600 569,100 448,700 412,700 
Less Airport Overdraft (497,200) (17,500) 0 0 0 
Revised Opening Balance 2,485,500 1,224,100 569,100 448,700 412,700 
Add: Cash Inflows      
Interest Accrued 74,000 31,000 14,000 11,000 10,000 
Contribution – Sec 94 Byron Bay Road 0 800,000 0 0 0 
Contribution – WUEA 300,000 0 0 0 0 
Rental - Norfolk Homes  150,400 153,400 156,500 159,600 162,800 
Rental - ARC  127,200 259,400 264,600 270,000 275,400 
Sale - Alstonville Tennis Courts Site 1,300,000 0 0 0 0 
Sales - 54 North Creek Road  0 3,000,000 0 0 0 
Sales - Russellton  90,000 0 0 0 0 
Sales - Southern Cross  0 0 0 0 0 
Sales - WUEA (Standard Lots) 3,990,000 0 0 0 0 
Sub Total 6,031,600 4,243,800 435,100 440,600 448,200 
Less: Cash Outflows      
Operating Expenses and Holding Costs 290,500 278,600 284,800 291,500 298,200 
Airport Boulevard Road  0 4,000,000 0 0 0 
Ballina Surf Club 100,000 0 0 0 0 
Byron Bay Road – Acquisition  and Dev 2,410,000 0 0 0 0 
North Creek Road (54) - Development 1,781,000 200,000 0 0 0 
Russellton - Land Development 539,300 0 0 0 0 
Shelly Beach Café 47,000 0 0 0 0 
Southern Cross - Land Development 100,000 0 0 0 0 
Southern Cross – Masterplan 170,200 0 0 0 0 
Wollongbar Urban Expansion 1,986,000 75,000 0 0 0 
Dividend – General Fund 348,700 362,700 270,700 185,100 91,400 
Sub Total Outflows 7,772,700 4,916,300 555,500 476,600 389,600 
Closing Balance 1,241,600 569,100 525,700 491,700 552,300 
Less Airport Overdraft (17,500) 0 0 0 0 
Revised Closing Balance 1,224,100 569,100 448,700 412,700 471,300 

 
The critical issue from this forecast is that the relatively small closing balances 
for 2018/19 onwards mean that Council does not have sufficient funds to 
undertake additional development projects. Comments on the major items in 
this latest cash flow are as follows: 

 
Cash Inflows 
  
a) Contribution – Section 94 Byron Bay Road – Council will be able to recoup 

part of the cost of acquiring this property from the Section 94 contributions 
collected for roads however the Section 94 Plan will need to be amended 
to reflect this acquisition. The recoupment is likely to occur in 2018/19. 
 

b) Contribution – WUEA – Represents a contribution from an adjoining land 
owner for shared infrastructure funded by Council as part of Stage Two. 
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c) Rental Income – The figures relate to the Norfolk Homes lease and 100% 

of the ARC Building, both of which are located at the Southern Cross 
Industrial Estate. The rental from the ARC Building was previously split 
evenly between the PDR and the CIR however to ensure the PDR balance 
remains positive this forecast is based on 100% of the ARC rental going to 
the PDR from 2018/19 onwards. 
 

d) Sale – Alstonville Tennis Courts Site – This sale should be settled in the 
near future. 

 
e) Sales - 54 North Creek Road – Represents estimated sales income from 

the development of this property, with four out of a total of six contracts 
exchanged to date. The income has been deferred to 2018/19 due to 
delays in the construction contract. 

 
f) Sales – WUEA (Wollongbar Urban Expansion Area) – These contracts will 

settle this financial year with all lots sold. 
 

Cash Outflows 
 

a) Operating Expenditure – Represents holding costs for our landholdings. 
 

b) Airport Boulevard – Funding of $4m as a contribution towards this $7m 
project. The balance is funded by a $3m Federal Government grant. 

 
c) North Creek Road (54) – Land Development – Represents the 

construction costs for this development. 
 

d) Russellton Land Development – This figure relates to subdivision and 
other ancillary costs to formalise existing uses in this Estate.  

 
e) Shelly Beach Café – Council resolved to finance works related to the 

relocation of infrastructure for this property. 
 

f) Southern Cross Land Development and Masterplan – Represents funding 
for planning related works. 

 
g) WUEA – Development – Development costs for stage two and small 

preliminary costs for stage three. 
 

h) Dividend – General Fund – The PDR provides an annual dividend to the 
General Fund to support the recurrent operations of Council. This 
continues to drain the PDR, considering that community infrastructure 
dividends are often also paid to the General Fund. Ideally this recurrent 
dividend should be removed from our LTFP, and this forecast has the 
dividend reducing to a figure whereby the Property Program will provide a 
recurrent dividend of $100,000 per annum to the General Fund. 
 

The reason there is no major income and expenditure items forecast for 
2019/20 onwards in the cash flow is that the reserve does not have sufficient 
funding to undertake any new development projects. The major projects that 
remain a priority include: 
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• WUEA – Stage Three – There are 30 residential lots in stage three. Based 

on development costs of $160,000 per lot (inclusive of developer 
contributions) the estimated development cost is $4.8m. The estimated 
sale proceeds are $7.5m based on $250,000 per lot.  

 
• Southern Cross – Boeing Avenue (opposite Harvey Norman) – There is 

strong demand for industrial land. Council has two lots, with approval for 
filling, being Lots 2 and 3. Lot 2 is 2.5 hectares in size and the estimated 
cost of filling and constructing this lot is $2.4m. Council could expect sales 
of approximately $4.8m. Lot 3 is 3.5 hectares in size, with estimated 
development costs of $4.9m and a sales value of close to $10m. 
 

Other projects include the construction of industrial lots once Airport 
Boulevard is completed, the residual subdivision of Byron Bay Road, and the 
next stage of the Russellton Estate. 
 
The WUEA – Stage Three and Boeing Avenue projects are considered to 
have the strongest demand and commercial viability and the difficultly for 
Council is that an outlay of $12.1m is need to undertake these projects.  
 
In order to fund these projects the options are: 
 
a) Short term borrowing – Council could use an overdraft, or short term loan, 

to finance part or all these projects. This would involve an interest 
repayment for the period of the borrowing. 
 

b) Sell an existing asset – Council could possibly sell a commercial asset, for 
example the ARC Building, which would generate approximately $4.5m. 
This could help to fund the WUEA – Stage Three development. This is not 
recommended, at this stage, as Council has already identified that we may 
need to sell a commercial property to fund the $3m shortfall in the Ballina 
Indoor Sports Centre budget, if we are unsuccessful with the grant 
applications submitted to the State and Federal Governments. 

 
c) Combination of the above. 
 
On a more positive note there is still a chance Council could secure a $2m 
grant from the State Government to help fund Airport Boulevard. This grant 
would reduce the PDR contribution to the project from $4m to $2m and then 
free up that $2m for development projects. 
 
Community Infrastructure Reserve (CIR) 
 
The latest movements in this reserve, for the current and next four financial 
years, being the term of the 2018/19 Delivery Program, are as follows. 
 

Table Two – Community Infrastructure Reserve 
 
Item 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 
Opening Balance 550,700 1,141,300 95,400 53,100 30,200 
Cash Inflows           
Interest Earned on Reserve 66,000 29,000 2,000 1,000 1,000 
Rental 89 Tamar Street  702,500 716,600 730,900 745,500 760,400 
Rental ARC 127,200 0 0 0 0 
Rental Fawcett Park Café  67,000 68,500 69,900 71,300 72,700 
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Sale – Russellton Land 225,000 0 0 0 0 
Section 94 Recoupments 650,000 450,000 450,000 450,000 450,000 
Sub Total Inflows 1,837,700 1,264,100 1,252,800 1,267,800 1,284,100 
Cash Outflows           
Property Operating Expenses  117,300 106,000 109,000 112,100 115,200 
Sports Centre / Town Entry  0 700,000 0 0 0 
Captain Cook  88,900 0 850,000 850,000 0 
Shaws Bay CMP 104,000 0 0 0 0 
Sports Fields - Skennars Head 0 1,150,000 0 0 0 
Wollongbar Skate Park 500,000 0 0 0 0 
Loan Repayments  436,900 354,000 336,100 328,600 328,600 
Dividend – Comm Infrastructure 0 0 0 0 800,000 
Sub Total Outflows 1,247,100 2,310,000 1,295,100 1,290,700 1,243,800 
Closing Balance 1,141,300 95,400 53,100 30,200 70,500 
 
Comments on the major items in this summary are as follows. 
 
Cash Inflows 
 
• Rental – 89 Tamar Street, ARC, Fawcett Street Café – Represents gross 

rental incomes from these properties. 100% of the income for 89 Tamar 
Street and Fawcett Park Café is transferred into this reserve. The ARC 
rental was split equally between this reserve and the PDR, however it is 
now being allocated fully to the PDR. 

 
• Sale – Russellton Land – This was a one-off sale for a residual lot.  

 
• Section 94 – Recouped – This represents developer contributions 

collected by Council where a project in the Section 94 Plan has been 
forward funded by Council from other revenues sources, typically being 
the CIR. Council is able to reimburse or recoup a component of our 
expended monies consistent with the Section 94 Plan. This income is 
variable, as it is dependent on the level of Section 94 contributions 
collected each year. 

 
Cash Outflows 
 
• Operating Expenses – Relates to the operating expenses for the rental 

properties. 
 

• Various Community Infrastructure Projects – The numerous items listed 
represent projects where funding is sourced from the CIR.  

 
Both the Ballina Town Entry Treatments and Captain Cook Master Plan 
works are subject to further review by Council. The report titled 
Community Infrastructure – Non-recurrent Projects and Funding later in 
this agenda examines alternative options for this funding. 

 
The amounts for community infrastructure projects in Table Two may 
represent 100% of the funding for a particular project, or a portion of the 
total funding, with many projects funded from a variety of sources (i.e. 
grants, other reserves). The figure in Table Two is the CIR funding 
contribution to those projects. 

 
• Loan Repayments Community Infrastructure – The principal and interest 

repayments relating to certain projects, most notably the recent Ballina 
Town Centre and River Street upgrades, is financed from this reserve.  
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The funding of these loan repayments is the primary reason why 100% of 
the rental income from 89 Tamar Street is transferred into this reserve, in 
that Council identified that revenue as the funding source for the loan 
repayments.  
 
The repayments are now starting to reduce as the loans are repaid in full.  
 
This then creates an opportunity for another project to be funded from 
loans, with the repayments financed through the rental income. 
 
The adopted LTFP assumes Council will borrow $2.5m in 2018/19 to 
undertake the next stage of the Ballina Town Centre works (River Street - 
Grant to Moon Streets) based on a loan term of 10 years at 4%. These 
additional loan repayments are funded from the CIR meaning there is no 
negative impact on the working capital result.  
 
This is summarised in the following table. 

 
Table Three – Loan Repayments funded from CIR ($) 

 
Item 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 
Existing Repayments 436,900 354,000 28,100 20,600 20,600 20,600 0 
New Repayments 0 0 308,000 308,000 308,000 308,000 308,000 
Total Repayments 436,900 354,000 336,100 328,600 328,600 328,600 308,000 
Funded from CIR 436,000 354,000 336,100 328,600 328,600 328,600 308,000 
Working Capital Impact 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
• Dividend – Community Infrastructure – A nominal dividend of $800,000 for 

other community infrastructure projects is identified in 2021/22 based on 
the recurrent balance of the reserve. The long term financial plan indicates 
that Council can fund $800,000 in community infrastructure projects from 
2021/22 onwards due to the recurrent funds being transferred into this 
reserve. 

 
The revenue streams for the CIR are relatively consistent and this means that 
Council now has approximately $1.5m being generated by that reserve each 
year, with that funding able to be allocated to community infrastructure 
projects and related loan repayments. 
 
The major issue for Council is the sustainability of the PDR. 
 
The two attachments to this report are the ten year forecasts for both the PDR 
and CIR. 
 
Legal / Resource / Financial Implications 

The purpose of this report has been to highlight the financial position of the 
major property reserves. 
Consultation 

Many of the projects funded from these reserves reflect the outcomes of 
community consultation. 
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Options 

The primary objective of this report has been to highlight the overall financial 
position of the Property Reserves. 
 
Council is not being asked to adopt the forward cash flows as that information 
will be presented to the April 2018 Finance Committee as part of the overall 
General Fund budget. 
 
The key issue currently facing Council is that due to two very significant, 
largely unplanned, expenditures (Byron Bay Road and Airport Boulevard) the 
PDR balance is now at a level where Council can no longer cash fund 
property development projects.  
 
Based on this the recommendation for this report is to note the contents and 
for Council to receive a further report on options to finance high priority 
development projects such as WUEA – Stage Three and Southern Cross 
Industrial Estate – Boeing Avenue. 
 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. That Council notes the contents of this update on the Property Reserves. 
 

2. That Council receive a further report on options to finance high priority 
development projects such as the Wollongbar Urban Expansion Area - 
Stage Three and the release of additional industrial land at the Southern 
Cross Industrial Estate. 

 

Attachment(s) 

1. Cash Flow - Property Development Reserve 
2. Cash Flow - Community Infrastructure Reserve  
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4.9 Dust Sealing Analysis 
 
Delivery Program Asset Management 

Objective To consider the merits of dust sealing of Houghlahans 
Creek Road and to propose a plan to optimise long 
term road network health given existing budgets. 

      
 

Background 

Council resolved as follows at the 28 September 2017 Ordinary meeting; 
 
That Council consider, as part of the preparation of the draft 2018/19 Delivery 
and Operational Plan, a report that reviews the status of Council’s dust sealing 
program and in particular consider the options in regard to dust sealing a 
portion of Houghlahans Creek Road. 
 
This analysis has been completed and forms part of this report. This action led 
to further investigation and a wider look at road funding across the network 
which will culminate in an update of Council’s Road and Transport Asset 
Management Plan. 
 
Key Issues 

• Financial sustainability of Council’s assets 
• Levels of service 
• Public Amenity and dust control 
 
Information 

Current Status – Dust Sealing Program 
 
The information below is reproduced from the staff comment presented to 
Council at the time the above resolution was passed.  This information is a 
useful description of the background and current status of Council’s dust 
sealing program. 
 

Council’s current Delivery and Operational Plan does not include a 
program for the sealing of unsealed roads. Our roads budget includes 
a maintenance program for the gravel roads and maintenance and 
asset renewal (reconstruction/rehabilitation) programs for the sealed 
network.  
 
New roads or road upgrade or improvements are delivered either 
through developer contribution funded works or grant programs such 
as the Black Spot Program or the REPAIR grant. 
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This arrangement has been in place for 15 years and has contributed 
to our adopted strategy to meet the Fit for the Future financial 
benchmarks which highlight the need for councils to ensure they 
manage their existing assets appropriately before considering 
upgrades or new infrastructure. Sealing an unsealed road is typically 
considered a road upgrade. 
  
In the period 2004 – 2007, Council did undertake a successful trial of 
a road maintenance program we called “dust sealing”. A dust seal is a 
low cost technique which consists of a seal being applied to the 
existing road configuration because there is a limited need for road 
drainage, road formation and road pavement reconstruction. 
  
A dust seal is usually most suitable for low traffic roads where the 
cost of a dust seal can offer maintenance savings, improved amenity 
and/or environmental outcomes. Therefore a dust seal is a risk-based 
solution for locations where road works to standard engineering 
specifications are non-economic. The risk relates to the possibility of 
an early failure of the seal due to low cost construction technique that 
is applied.  
 
The strategy of the Council at the time was to implement the trial as 
and when savings in the budget could be found. During this period 
the Council was able to accrue some savings from its road 
maintenance budget (mainly due to the prevailing weather conditions 
and some other circumstances at the time) and these savings were 
invested in trialling some dust seals, and the outcomes were 
successful.  
 
The works undertaken at the time were relatively small projects 
compared to Houghlahans Creek Road, as typically they were short, 
rural cul-de-sacs with very low traffic volumes. 
 
To provide direction for the implementation of this program in terms of 
suitable locations and priority, Council adopted a list of potential 
projects, however the program did not advance with any 
implementation as we have not been able to be generate the required 
savings opportunities. Houghlahans Road was included in the list of 
potential projects.  
 
While we have not been able to fund further dust seals since the trial, 
dust sealing remains an option for Council to consider in respect of 
optimising the long term cost management of its road network and as 
such we continue to monitor our costs and the performance of our 
road network through condition assessment and other factors so that 
our asset management strategy continues to mature and be adapted 
as circumstances change.  
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In respect of the suggested report in the Councillor recommendation 
the first step in the analysis would be to determine if there are long 
term economic benefits to be achieved if some of the roads budget 
was to be reallocated from the existing maintenance and renewal 
programs to a dust sealing program. If this change is preferred, the 
next step would be to then determine a revised list of potential 
projects and rank their priority. 

 
The remainder of this report is in two parts.  
 
The first part provides updated information in respect of Houghlahans Creek 
Road. The second part reports a project to review our road management 
options.   
 
This is timely for a number of reasons including: 
 
• The possibility of additional funds being allocated for road renewal if 

Council’s proposed special rate variation application is successful 
• To reconsider how dust sealing might be incorporated into the program as 

the previous strategy has not been implemented 
• Council now holds additional information about the condition of its road 

assets 
• New products for road surface treatments continue to emerge as potential 

options to improve the efficiency and performance of the road network.  
 
Houghlahans Creek Road 
 
The resolution was the second resolution made by Council in 2017 in respect 
of Houghlahans Creek Road.  At the Finance Committee meeting held 16 
March 2017 Council resolved (in part) the following; 
 
That based on the contents of this report Council confirms it will not include 
the sealing of Houghlahans Creek Road in the draft 2017/18 – 2020/21 
Delivery and Operational Plan.  
 
The report to the Finance Committee noted an indicative cost to upgrade 
segment 130 is $1,340,000.  
 
Segment 30 is windy and steep, with a total length of 1.75 kilometres with an 
average width of 5.3 metres.  
 
Segment 80 is comparatively straight and located on flat terrain.  The report 
indicated a cost of $140,000 to upgrade the adjoining causeway and seal this 
segment.   
 
Attachment One to this report provides an aerial photograph showing the 
location of these segments. 
 
The conclusion to the report read as per the following; 
 
Whilst Houghlahans Creek Road has relatively low traffic volumes, due to the 
substantial scope of works required to prepare the road for sealing, in 
segment 130 in particular, staff do not consider the dust sealing to be 
appropriate in this instance.  
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In response to the recent resolution to consider dust sealing options, staff 
again examined the road geometry and costs, specifically to see if some 
smaller sections than those previously reported could feasibly be considered 
for dust sealing.  
 
For Segment 80 the scope of works was reduced by removing the adjoining 
causeway upgrade from the overall cost to dust seal and for Segment 30, a 
reduced length of 330 metres (suggested priority area) has been costed.   
 
The results from the revised cost estimating are shown in Table One as 
follows. 
 

Table One: Estimates – Dust Sealing Portions of Houghlahans Creek Road 
 

Location Houghlahans Ck Rd  
(seg 80) 

Houghlahans Ck Rd  
(part 130) 

Length 296m 330m 
Width 5.5 m 5.3m 
Scope  • Culvert Extension 

• Shoulders 
• Excavation 
• Pavement 
• Seal  

• Shoulders 
• Kerb and gutter 
• Excavation 
• Pavement 
• Seal 

Cost $48,990 $79,771 
Payback Period 17 years 25 years 
Ranking 12 18 

 
The payback period and ranking referred to in Table One is explained later in 
this report. 
 
Dust Sealing of Unsealed Roads 
 
Council should consider Houghlahans Creek road within the context of its total 
road asset renewal upgrade priorities, including other potentially worthy dust 
sealing projects. 
 
The previous dust sealing program (prepared in 2003) was developed on the 
basis of traffic volumes and technical advice at the time.   
 
For the purpose of the current review, a different approach was taken and as 
explained below this review sought to identify gravel roads where there would 
be economic benefits to Council from the dust sealing. 
 
In total 28 unsealed roads that have had relatively high historical gravel re-
sheeting costs, (including Houghlahan’s Creek Road) have been assessed for 
suitability and overall cost effectiveness to be upgraded and sealed. 
 
The process adopted was to compare long term unsealed road operational, 
maintenance and re-sheet costs versus equivalent long term capital upgrade 
plus seal, operational and maintenance costs for each of the 28 unsealed 
roads selected.  
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This analysis indicated that, overall, Council would not see a financial return 
on its investment for, in some, cases several decades. However 10 of the 28 
roads did indicate a financial benefit to Council of less than 10 years. These 
roads, as follows, are realistic candidates for an upgrade in the interest of 
public amenity and cost savings; i.e. 
 
• Rishworths Lane  
• Martins Lane - east  
• Cumbalum Road  
• Sandy Flat Road  
• Howards Road  
• Leadbeatters Lane  
• Chesworths Lane  
• O'Keefes Lane  
• Unnamed Lane off Pacific Parade to Camp Drew  
 
Further information providing the background to this analysis is provided in 
attachment one to this report.  
 
As per the attached table, the costs to prepare for the dust seal are compared 
to the annualised cost to maintain the gravel surface and a break even time is 
calculated.   
 
A break even time of 10 years was considered the cut off as any longer than 
this is not considered a reasonable investment, the capital costs are unlikely 
to be found in Council’s budget, and beyond this point is where the life of the 
new seal is reaching its end and resealing costs need to be included in the 
analsyis.  
 
Furthermore, for the roads with high upgrade costs, the costs in this table are 
likely to be highly understated as a simple unit for widening and pavement has 
been used which would be typical for the smaller projects with less work 
involved. 
 
This explains the cost difference for Houghlahans Creek Road in the table 
when compared to the figures previously reported to Council.   
 
The key point from this review is we have now identified certain roads to form 
a dust sealing program that can be included in Council’s road management 
strategy on the basis of economic benefit, compared to the previous 
approach, which was described earlier in this report.  
 
The sections of this report that now follow look at the structure of Council’s 
road management strategy, including the possibility of incorporating dust 
sealing into the program. 
  
Road Pavement Network Analysis 
 
Our goal was to evaluate the road network health by comparing the effects of 
distributing the funding allocation to various treatment types within existing 
Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP) budgets.  
 
All sealed and rigid public roads were included in the analysis.  
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By treatment types we are referring to resealing, routine maintenance, heavy 
patching, and reconstruction.  
 
 All of these are used in combination to manage our road assets and the key 
point of this exercise is to see what funding distribution from the available 
budget will result in an optimised expenditure of Council’s limited funds.  
 
Individual analysis was performed on the following networks: 
 
• LOCAL: Rural (sealed and rigid) 
• LOCAL: Urban (sealed and rigid) 
• REGIONAL: Rural (sealed and rigid) 
• REGIONAL: Urban (sealed and rigid) 
 
As unsealed roads are treated on an annual frequency, they have been 
removed from the network health analysis.  
 
As the current gravel maintenance program provides a reasonable level of 
service and regular maintenance is essential, it is not proposed to consider 
any options to reallocate funds from the sealed network to the unsealed 
network, albeit as discussed there is consideration of the creation of a new 
dust sealing program. 
 
Network Health and Basis of Data used 
 
Road condition data is collected every five years on Council’s sealed and rigid 
roads segments by a NATA approved company.  
 
From this data road roughness was chosen for these analyses as the primary 
indicator of network health because it is the simplest to model over time, 
requires the least number of assumptions and most people can relate to road 
roughness as a measure of road health. 
 
Roughness is measured in NRM (NAASRA roughness measure counts), 
which is defined as ‘the number of 15.2mm movements of the rear axle of a 
standard vehicle per km’. 
 
A new road is often required to have a count of 50, while the RMS may specify 
40 for motorways and a terminal roughness is typically in the range of 250.  
 
Methodology 
 
Council staff were able to use base year road roughness for each of our 2,360 
road segments and artificially age each road segment roughness for each 
year 2018 to 2057 over eight proposed alternative funding scenarios. 
 
Different road treatments have different functions, unit rates and effects on 
pavement roughness.  
 
For example road reconstruction replaces a road segment to an as-new 
condition and resets pavement roughness to 50 NRM (NAASRA roughness 
measure counts). 
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With each scenario defined, each segment roughness is recalculated 
according to the treatment type specified for each individual year, until each 
segment has its own individual roughness profile for each works scenario. 
 
In order to calculate 40 year network roughness profiles from thousands of 
individual segment roughness data, each segment area was used to weight 
individual segment roughness as a percentage of the network area under 
consideration. 
 
As the analysis relies on a number of assumptions, a data sensitivity analysis 
was performed by altering treatment effects by ±5%. 
 
As the road networks are not of equal size, they do not contribute equally to 
the shire wide summaries.  
 
As a result the shire wide summaries tend to resemble the local road profiles 
more than the regional road profiles. 
 
Scenarios 
 
Table Two lists the shortlist of different scenarios that were selected to be 
modelled.  
 

Table Two: Modelling Scenarios 
 
Scenario # Description 
BASE Case # 1 Existing Expenditure % breakup (without SRV) 
BASE Case # 2 Existing Expenditure % breakup (with SRV) 
SCENARIO Case # 1 as for B2, BUT allow for dust seal on sites that break even in < 10 years 
SCENARIO Case # 2 as for S1, BUT direct (ALL) SRV to reseals 
SCENARIO Case # 3 as for S2, BUT direct SRV to (17-year cycle) Reseals and Rest to Reconstruction 
SCENARIO Case # 4 as for S3, BUT direct additional Capital Reconstruction money to Heavy Patch 
SCENARIO Case # 5 as for S3, BUT direct additional Capital Reconstruction money to Maintenance 
SCENARIO Case # 6 as for S3, BUT maximise Capital Reconstruction (no Heavy Patch) 

 
By existing expenditure we mean the current allocation of funds that are 
applied to the various road treatment activities such as resealing, routine 
maintenance, reconstruction and heavy patching. 
 
For scenarios 3, 4, 5 and 6 we have limited reseal funding to the amount 
required to support a 17 year cycle as we have predicted this is preferred or 
optimised frequency from a technical view point based on our reviews of 
previous data. 
 
Assumptions 
 
A number of assumptions have been made around the effect of treatments 
and ongoing deterioration of individual road segments. A sensitivity analysis 
was performed for each scenario by altering the assumptions by ±5%. The 
assumptions and sensitivity parameters are tabulated below. 
 
Please refer to Attachment B – Network Analysis, page 1, for the treatment 
effect assumptions. 
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Results  
 
The results are in the form of: 
 
1. Average 10 year budget distributions 
2. Roughness profiles (per road network) 
3. Roughness profile (all sealed and rigid roads) 
 
Attachment two to this report provides the outcome of this modelling.  
 
Figures 34 to 36 are the key tables summarizing the roughness profiles 
calculated using target assumptions and ±5% for each scenario.   
 
Figure 34 is illustrated as follows and the attachment provides a full scale 
figure which is more legible. 
 

 
 
 
The model suggests Scenario Case 6 represents the optimised solution, being 
the option that retains the lowest roughness profile for the same budget.  
 
This option does not include any heavy patching and in reality it would be 
unlikely to be acceptable to the community to not include heavy patching in 
the strategy on the basis that without heavy patching some portions within 
some road segments would be in an unacceptable condition while waiting for 
the full segment reconstruction to be due.  
 
Therefore Scenario Case 3, with its budget distribution which includes 
sufficient funds to perform a 17 year reseal cycle and directs remaining 
special rate variation money into reconstruction is the preferred scenario.  
 
This maintains network health by increasing protection to the pavements while 
also providing for a sufficient heavy patching budget to rectify isolated 
pavement failures as required.   
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Scenario 3 includes a dust sealing program based on the roads listed earlier 
in this report and this is proposed to be delivered across a four year program. 
 
Importantly this model shows, for the preferred option at least, Council will be 
able to achieve a roughness profile for the network that is equivalent to the 
current condition.  
 
This does again highlight the need to retain the existing funds available to 
road management to road asset renewal and maintenance rather than road 
upgrades, including the sealing of unsealed roads (except for the 
economically feasible options identified earlier in this report).  
 
Legal / Resource / Financial Implications 

Asset management planning is vital to the financial planning of Council.  
 
The purpose of this report has been to contextualize Council’s interest in 
upgrading Houghlahans Creek Road within the overall management strategy 
for our roads.   
 
This is timely as a review of this strategy is helpful following the ongoing 
progress to mature our road asset condition data and the need to consider the 
optimised application of the special rate variation funds, if approved. 
 
Consultation 

If the recommendation to this report is accepted, an update of the Asset 
Management Plan will be prepared for public exhibition. 
 
Options 

Road Management Strategy 
 
In respect of the Road Management Strategy, the recommendation to this 
report is for Council to prepare an update of its Road Asset Management Plan 
by including information from the Road Network Pavement Analysis described 
in this report and to incorporate the budget distribution for Scenario Three.  
 
If this recommendation is accepted, a draft of the Road Asset Management 
Plan will be reported to Council for endorsement for public exhibition.  
 
Alternatively, in light of the technical nature of this report, Councillors may 
prefer a briefing be held prior to any further action. 
 
Adopting strategies within the Road Asset Management Plan does not commit 
Council to increasing the funds made available for roads.   
 
The Asset Management Plan informs the LTFP annually and the Plan has 
been developed on the basis of the existing funds available for roads.  
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Houghlahans Creek Road 
 
The allocation of funds to programs and the determination of project priorities 
within programs, and the service levels and scope of works for capital projects 
are matters to be determined by Council. 
 
In respect of Houghlahans Creek Road, the current position of Council, as 
established at the March 2017 Finance Committee meeting is; 
 
1. That based on the contents of this report Council confirms it will not 

include the sealing of Houghlahans Creek Road in the draft 2017/18 – 
2020/21 Delivery and Operational Plan. 
 

2. The reasons for the decision in point one include: 
 
• The stewardship of Council’s road assets means its programs are 

prioritised to the maintenance and renewal of existing road assets. 
• The costs are significant and would represent a major proportion of the 

available funding for roads across the whole Shire. 
• The Council has not adopted a prioritised works program for the 

sealing of rural roads and before Council could consider allocating 
funds to an individual road it is appropriate that Council consider the 
priority and costs for all possible candidate roads for such a program. 

• The Council has significant unfunded road priorities identified on the 
basis of risk and reported in its Road Asset Management Plan 

• The relative low traffic volumes mean it is not reasonable to upgrade 
this road relative to other priorities for Council’s limited resources. 

• The unsealed road is maintained by Council under its annual program 
and this provides a reasonable level of service. 

 
The options available now for Council are; 
 
1. Retain and reconfirm its current position as per the previous resolution. 

 
The report notes it is important for Council to consider the whole of its 
network when setting priorities for its works program.  
 
Previously the Council has had a strategy that does not include the sealing 
of unsealed roads.  
 
This report provides an updated strategy for Council’s consideration and 
the recommended strategy includes some proposed budget redistribution 
amongst the road management activities and the creation of a dust sealing 
program within the strategy for the roads listed in the report. 
 
The preferred list of roads for dust sealing was created on a cost benefit 
ratio, and does not consider any comparison of non-economic benefits 
such as amenity improvements.  
 
This approach was taken as the minimum benchmark is to achieve an 
economic benefit to Council, and it is difficult to assess and compare 
improved amenity outcomes when all of the roads will be improved if a 
seal is applied.   
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The budget distribution within the Road Management Strategy is preferred 
from an optimised technical perspective for the funds available and only 
allocates a small amount of money annually for dust sealing for a few 
years only.   
 
The sealing of Houghlahans Creek Road does not meet the conditions 
established in this strategic, whole of network approach.   
 
This holistic approach is the recommended option. 

 
2. Include the sealing of Houghlahans Creek Road in the Delivery Program. 
 

Council could include the sealing of Houghlahans Creek Road, as per the 
discussion in the report to the March 2017 Finance Committee, this is 
estimated to cost approximately $1.5 million for the total project.  
 
If this was the preferred option, Council should determine a target 
timeframe as this work will need to be staged to reduce the impact on the 
existing program and Council will also need to determine which road 
projects it will defer to fund this work. 
 
This option is not recommended as it is inconsistent with the current road 
management strategy and the recommended one following this review. 
 
It will also result in the deferral of works that have been programmed 
under these strategies.  
 

3. Include the sealing of Segment 80 and 330 metres of Segment 130 
Houghlahans Creek Road in the Delivery Plan. 

 
The total cost for these works is estimated to be $130,000. 

 
The benefits of this option are the sealing of Segment 80 would join two 
existing sealed sections and provide a contiguous surface. The 330 
metres of Segment 130 was chosen at a location where the project will 
reduce the dust nuisance experienced by some residents. 

 
As per option two, if this option is preferred, Council will need to determine 
which road projects are deferred in the Delivery Program. 

 
The disadvantages of this option are the same as option two being other 
roads have been identified with a better return on investment for dust 
sealing as they reduced long term maintenance costs and the remainder 
of the road program is for the rehabilitation of existing road assets.   
 
The payback periods were 12 and 18 years for the two segments 
(compared to less than 10 for the recommended projects) and gravel 
maintenance will still be required for the remaining 2.2 kilometres of 
unsealed road.   
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. That the General Manager prepare a revised draft of the Road Asset 
Management Plan for reporting back to Council based on Scenario 3 from 
the Road Pavement Network Analysis discussed in this report.  This will 
include the addition of a dust sealing program as per the report. 

 
2. That Council takes no further action in respect of the inclusion of the 

sealing of the whole or part of Houghlahans Creek Road in the draft 
2018/19 Delivery Program and Operational Plan based on the contents of 
this report.  

 
 

Attachment(s) 

1. Map - Houghlahans Creek Road 
2. Dust Sealing - Cost Benefit Analysis  
3. Network Analysis (Under separate cover)  
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4.10 Community Infrastructure - Recurrent Projects and Funding 
 
Delivery Program Financial Services 

Objective To confirm the recurrent community infrastructure 
projects to be included in the draft 2018/19 
Operational Plan and Delivery Program. 

      
 
The capital expenditure in Council’s long term financial plan (LTFP) can be 
classified into two groups being recurrent and non-recurrent funded projects.  
 
Recurrent refers to items in the LTFP where an allocation of general revenue 
funding is provided, each and every year, to assist Council deliver core 
community infrastructure.  
 
Non-recurrent refers to items where capital expenditure funding is not required 
every year, however there are times when major injections of funding are 
needed (eg. swimming pools). 
 
This report deals with the recurrent funded items. The recurrent funded 
budgets in the Council’s draft General Fund LTFP are: 
 
1. Open Spaces, Parks and Reserves – Approximately $175,000 pa 
2. Sports Fields – Approximately $175,000 pa 
3. Community Buildings – Approximately $238,000 pa plus an additional 

$20,000 for equipment for the Community Centres (i.e. Lennox Head, 
Kentwell, Surf Club etc) 

4. Public Amenities – Approximately $100,000 pa 
5. Stormwater / Drainage – Approximately $450,000 pa 
6. Street Lighting – Approximately $50,000 pa 
7. Footpaths / Shared Paths – Approximately $460,000 pa 
8. Roads – Recurrent revenue funding of approximately $3.5m with this 

amount subject to change dependent on other income sources such as 
loans, grant and Section 94 contributions for road works 

 
For each of these items a four year works plan is included in the Council’s 
Delivery Program to identify the projects planned for the term of that 
document. 
 
The above figures exclude the Council’s special rate variation (SRV) 
application and if that application is approved the following additional revenue 
will be available for infrastructure renewal projects: 
 
Asset Class 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 
Stormwater / Roads 711,000 1,174,000 1,204,000 1,234,000 
Open Spaces and Sports Fields 270,000 480,000 492,000 504,000 
Community Buildings 150,000 280,000 287,000 294,000 
Total 1,131,0000 1,934,000 1,983,000 2,032,000 
 
The Council’s SRV application has been written to allow these funds to be 
redistributed within each of the asset classes, dependent on the works 
program.  
 
The SRV funding, if approved, must be expended on asset renewal.  
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Key Issues 

• Program priorities  
Information 

From a financial management perspective it is paramount that a council 
efficiently manages and minimises its operating expenses so as to maximise 
the funding available for capital works. Without adequate funding provided on 
an on-going basis, the overall infrastructure base deteriorates, resulting in 
reduced service levels and increased risks due to asset failures.  
 
It is also important that a council focuses, as the first priority for capital 
expenditure, on asset renewal, rather than expanding its asset base, as 
councils need to have adequate funds to maintain existing assets before 
building new facilities.  
 
In respect to the recurrent funding budgets, the proposed works for the next 
four years are as follows.  
 
Open Spaces - Manager – Cheyne Willebrands 
 
Item 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 
 
Playgrounds (without SRV) 175,000 182,000 187,000 192,000 
Ocean Breeze Reserve (Remove Silkwood) 100,000    
Megan Crescent 75,000    
Commemoration Park (Exercise Playground)  100,000   
Killarney Park  45,000   
Ferngrove Shade  37,000   
Missingham Park   187,000  
John Sharp    60,000 
Madden Park    70,000 
Lilli Pilli    62,000 
 
Playground (with SRV) 445,000 662,000 679,000 696,000 
Ocean Breeze Reserve (Remove Silkwood) 100,000    
Megan Crescent 100,000    
Commemoration Park (Exercise Playground) 130,000    
Killarney Park 45,000    
Ferngrove Shade  35,000    
Shelly Beach 35,000    
Ross Park  480,000   
John Sharp  82,000   
Lilli Pilli  100,000   
Missingham Park   250,000  
Pop Denison   300,000  
Madden Park   80,000  
Cummings Crescent   49,000  
Montwood Park    100,000 
Edgewater Park    50,000 
Faulks Reserve    180,000 
Cawarra Park    150,000 
Saunders Oval    116,000 
Riverview Park    100,000 
 
Sports Fields  175,000 182,000 187,000 192,000 
Saunders Oval - Lighting 140,000 
Sport and Recreation Plan 35,000 
Pacific Pines Fields - Lighting  182,000   
Williams Reserve - Lighting   187,000  
Crawford Park - Lighting    192,000 
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Community Facilities - Manager – Craig Brown 
 
Community Buildings and Halls (without SRV) 
 

Item Description 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 
Lennox Community Centre External Cladding / Repairs  48,000 50,000  
Lennox Community Centre AC Unit Replacements    150,000 
Lennox Community Centre External Painting  25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 
Ballina Surf Club  External Painting Program 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 
Ballina Surf Club  Internal Painting and Floors 50,000    
Kentwell Centre Internal / External Painting 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 
Kentwell Centre AC Unit Replacements   72,000  
Library / VIC / Richmond  External Repaint   80,000  
Shelley Beach Surf Club Exterior Finishing  40,000    
Wollongbar Hall Repairs / Repaint 43,000     
Newrybar Hall Repaint 43,000     
Community Gallery Repaint   15,000   
60 Crane Street External Repairs / Repaint   13,000   
Naval Museum  Exterior Repaint / Toilets   50,000   
Alstonville Swimming Pool Building Repaint / Rooms       
Animal Shelter Repaint   20,000   
Administration Centre External Repaint      48,000 
71 Tamar Street External Repaint    20,000   
Former Library - 42 Cherry External Repairs/Repaint  20,000    
Totals  238,000 248,000 254,000 260,000 

 
Community Buildings and Halls (with SRV) 
 

Item Description 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 
Lennox Community Centre External Cladding / Repairs  48,000 50,000  
Lennox Community Centre AC Unit Replacements    200,000 
Lennox Community Centre External Painting  25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 
Ballina Surf Club  External Painting Program 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 
Ballina Surf Club  Internal Painting and Floors 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 
Kentwell Centre Internal / External Painting 12,000 12,000 12,000  
Kentwell Centre AC Unit Replacements   72,000  
Library / VIC / Richmond  External Repaint   80,000  
ALEC External / Internal Mods 281,000 169,000 237,000  
Shelley Beach Surf Club Exterior Finishing   40,000   
Wollongbar Hall Repairs / Repaint  43,000    
Newrybar Hall Repaint  43,000    
Community Gallery Repaint   15,000   
60 Crane Street External Repairs / Repaint   13,000   
Naval Museum  Exterior Repaint / Toilets   50,000   
Animal Shelter Repaint   20,000   
Administration Centre External Repaint      80,000 
71 Tamar Street External Repaint     15,000  
Former Library - 42 Cherry External Repairs/Repaint 20,000     
Community Halls - Various Various    199,000 
Totals  388,000 528,000 541,000 554,000 

 
In addition to these works it is also recommended that Council undertake 
painting and repairs at the Waste Centre main building in 2018/19, with that 
work, which is estimated to cost $130,000, funded from the waste reserves. 
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Asset Management – Tony Partridge 
 
Item 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 
 
Public Amenities  108,000 112,000 115,000 118,000 
Killen Falls  108,000     
Kerr St Toilets (Rebuild/Reconfigure)   112,000    
Wardell Public Amenities Rebuild Adjacent to Tennis Courts  115,000  
Lennox Head Main Beach      118,000 
 
Stormwater - Manager - Paul Busmanis 
 
Item 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 
 
Stormwater (excluding SRV) 474,000 493,000 506,000 519,000 
Asset Data Collection 62,000 63,000 64,000 64,000 
Urban Stormwater Management Plan  23,000 24,000 25,000 26,000 
Tanamera Drive, Alstonville  43,000 44,000 45,000 45,000 
Dodge Lane ,Lennox Head  85,000    
Alison Avenue Lennox Head (re-lining)  85,000    
Moon Street (Tamar Street to Holden Lane) 80,000    
Henry Philp Avenue, Ballina 32,000   22,000 
Rutherford St and Tresise Place, Lennox Head 10,000 132,000   
Martin Street (River Street to Richmond River)  90,000   
Kerr Street (River Street to Tamar Street)  23,000  112,000 
Williams Reserve, Lennox Head  40,000   
Fox Street, Ballina    75,000  
Owen Street, Ballina    90,000  
Moon Street, Ballina    83,000  
River Street, Ballina   45,000  
Tide Gates to Urban Streets 30,000 53,000 54,000 54,000 
Urban Lanes 24,000 24,000 25,000 26,000 
Compton Drive, Ballina    85,000 
Kingsford Smith Drive, Ballina    85,000 
 
Item 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 
 
Stormwater (including SRV) 474,000 767,300 809,600 830,000 
Asset Data Collection 62,000 63,000 64,000 64,000 
Urban Stormwater Management Plan  23,000 24,000 25,000 26,000 
Tanamera Drive, Alstonville  43,000 44,000 45,000 45,000 
Dodge Lane ,Lennox Head  85,000    
Alison Avenue Lennox Head (re-lining)  85,000   80,000 
Moon Street, Ballina (Tamar to Holden Lane) 80,000    
Henry Philp Avenue, Ballina 32,000 23,000   
Rutherford Street and Tresise Place, Lennox 10,000 132,000   
Martin Street (River Street to Richmond River)  90,000   
Williams Reserve, Lennox Head  40,000   
Compton Drive, Ballina  85,000   
Banglow Road ( Moon St  intersection)  41,300   
Kerr Street (River St - Tamar St)  73,000  76,000 
Fox Street, Ballina   75,000   
Owen Street, Ballina    85,000  
Grant Street, Ballina   60,000  
Temple Street (Near 82)   120,600  
Martin Street, Ballina    200,000  
Hickey Street, Ballina   131,000 43,000 
Oakland Avenue     66,000 
Riverside Drive (Quays Dr - Oaklands )    60,000 
Kingsford Smith Drive, Ballina    90,000 
River Street, Ballina    50,000 
Moon Street, Ballina     90,000 
Survey & Brolga Place     60,000 
Tide Gates to Urban Streets 30,000 53,000 54,000 54,000 
Urban Lanes 24,000 24,000 25,000 26,000 
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Ancillary Transport Services - Manager – Paul Busmanis 
 
Item 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 
 
Street Lighting  51,000 53,000 54,000 55,000 
Lighthouse Parade, East Ballina 51,000 34,000   
Ceretto Circuit, Wollongbar  19,000   
Megan Crs, Lennox Head    15,000  
Quays Drive, West Ballina   12,000  
Riverside Dve, West Ballina   12,000  
Daydream Avenue/Sunnybank Drive, West Ballina   7,000  
Simmons St, North Ballina   8,000  
Piper Dve, North Ballina    12,000 
Convair Ave, North Ballina    7,000 
De Havilland Crs, North Ballina    28,000 
Sheather St, Ballina    8,000 
 
Item 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 
 
Footpaths and Shared Paths 459,000 477,000 489,000 501,000 
Chickiba Drive, East Ballina 83,000    
Bentinck St, Ballina 5,000    
River St, Ballina  25,000    
Southern Cross Dr, Ballina  64,000    
Crane St, Ballina 5,000    
Kalinga St, West Ballina 107,000    
Links Ave, East Ballina  25,000    
River St 5-46-47-27, West Ballina  57,000    
Moon and Tamar Sts, Ballina 6,000    
Moon St, Ballina 3,000    
Angels Beach Drive, East Ballina 5,000    
Corner of Tamar St and Kerr St, Ballina  4,000   
Pine Ave, Short St, East Ballina 74,000    
Crane St, Ballina  11,000   
Bentinck St, Ballina  25,000   
Bangalow Rd, Ballina  4,000   
Suvla St, Shelly Beach Rd, East Ballina   114,000   
Freeborn Pl, Alstonville  27,000   
River St, Ballina   19,000   
Wardell Rd, Alstonville  8,000   
Martin St, Ballina  4,000   
Robertson St, Alstonville  33,000   
Eyles Dr, John Sharpe St and Links Ave, East Ballina  110,000   
Barlows Road, West Ballina  43,000 63,000  
Kerr St, Ballina   12,000  
Owen St, Ballina   97,000  
Bagot St, Canal Rd, Ballina   154,000  
Tamarind Drive, Ballina North    9,000  
Old Pacific Highway, Newrybar    64,000  
Grandview St, East Ballina    72,000 
Manly St, East Ballina    22,000 
Cherry Street, Ballina    70,000 
Bugden Ave, Alstonville    27,000 
Moon St, Ballina    13,000 
Greenwood Pl, Sunrise Cr, Lennox Head     57,000 
Kerr St, Ballina    21,000 
North Ck Rd, Lennox Head     10,000 
Quays Dr, West Ballina     95,000 
Fox St, Ballina    14,000 
Bike Plan Projects   75,000 90,000 100,000 
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Roads and Bridges - Manager - Paul Busmanis 
 
Item 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 
 
Road Reconstruction (excluding SRV) 3,903,100 4,130,000 4,669,400 4,121,400 
Bagotville Road segment 50 and Barrage   189,000  
Burnet Street segment 80 90,000    
Fernleigh Road segment 70     
Simmons Street segment 20   134,000  
Northumberland Drive segment 10  248,000   
Wardell Road segments 70 and 80 313,000    
River Drive segment 140 245,000    
Perry Street segment 10 59,000    
Regatta Avenue segment 30 86,000    
Bagotville Road segments 30 and 32 331,000    
Gibbon Street segment 20 89,000    
Pimlico Road segments 110 and 20 296,000   120,000  
Teven Road segments 70 and 58-60 318,000 287,000 220,000 250,000 
Martin Street segment 150 125,000    
Crane Street segment 70 290,000    
Chickiba Drive segment 10-20 and part 30 140,200 229,000   
Riverbank Road segment 50   286,000  
Winton Lane segment 40  138,000   
Fawcett Street segment 10  77,000   
Skinner Street segment 30  64,000   
Swift Street segment 30  105,000   
Brunswick Street segment 20  84,000   
Burnet Street segment 50  199,000   
Barlows Road segment 20  167,000   
Gibbon Street segment 10  104,000   
Corks Lane segment 10-30  250,000  170,000 
River Drive segment 130  254,000   
Fernleigh Road segment 80   250,000 350,000 
Kays Lane segment 20  220,000 202,000  
South Ballina Beach Road segment 60  167,000 138,000 180,000 
Johnson Drive segment 10  155,000 156,000  
Uralba Road segment 40   389,000  
Pimlico Road 100   289,000 170000 
Teven Road 10   146,700 203,300 
North Creek Road segments 10 and 50   322,000  
River Drive segment 10-30   263,000  
Eltham Road segment 10    162,000 
Uralba Road segment 70   130,000  
Winton Lane segment 20   168,000  
Links Avenue segment 70   108,000  
Wilson Street segment 10   109,000  
Byron Street segment 20    131,000 
Smith Drive segment 20    194,000 
Old Pacific Highway segment 20    121,400 
Martin Street segment 10    195,000 
Crane Street 30    50,000 
Friday Hut Road 170    265,000 
Kalinga Street 30    201,000 
Beacon 10    116,000 
Russell Street 10    180,200 
Carrs Bridge 248,000 248,000   
 
Regional Roads Repair Program 182,000 185,000 188,700 192,500 
Reseals and Heavy Patching 1,802,000 1,849,000 1,881,000 1,913,000 
 
Funded from:     
Council Revenue 3,229,100 3,311,000 3,834,000 3,269,200 
Regional Roads Grant  182,000 185,000 188,700 192,500 
Roads to Recovery Grant 492,000 634,000 646,700 659,700 
Total 3,903,100 4,130,000 4,669,400 4,121,400 
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Item 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 
 
Road Reconstruction (including SRV) 4,614,200 5,030,000 5,569,400 5,044,400 
Bagotville Road segment 50 and Barrage   189,000  
Burnet Street segment 80 90,000    
Fernleigh Road segment 70     
Simmons Street segment 20   134,000  
Northumberland Drive segment 10  248,000   
Wardell Road segments 70 and 80 313,000    
River Drive segment 140 245,000    
Perry Street segment 10 59,000    
Regatta Avenue segment 30 86,000    
Bagotville Road segments 30 and 32 331,000    
Gibbon Street segment 20 89,000    
Pimlico Road segments 110 and 20 296,000   120,000  
Teven Road segments 70 and 58-60 318,000 287,000 220,000 250,000 
Martin Street segment 150 125,000    
Crane Street segment 70 290,000    
Chickiba Drive segment 10-20 and part 30 140,200 229,000   
Riverbank Road segment 50   286,000  
Winton Lane segment 40  138,000   
Fawcett Street segment 10  77,000   
Skinner Street segment 30  64,000   
Swift Street segment 30  105,000   
Brunswick Street segment 20  84,000   
Burnet Street segment 50  199,000   
Barlows Road segment 20  167,000   
Gibbon Street segment 10  104,000   
Corks Lane segment 10-30  250,000  170,000 
River Drive segment 130  255,000   
Fernleigh Road segment 80   250,000 350,000 
Kays Lane segment 20  179,000 202,000  
South Ballina Beach Road segment 60  167,000 138,000 180,000 
Johnson Drive segment 10  155,000 156,000  
Uralba Road segment 40   389,000  
Pimlico Road 100   289,000 170000 
Teven Road 10   167,700 210,300 
North Creek Road segments 10 and 50   322,000  
River Drive segment 10-30   266,000  
Eltham Road segment 10    162,000 
Uralba Road segment 70   130,000  
Winton Lane segment 20   168,000  
Links Avenue segment 70   108,000  
Wilson Street segment 10    109,000 
Byron Street segment 20    131,000 
Smith Drive segment 20    194,000 
Old Pacific Highway segment 20    121,400 
Martin Street segment 10    195,000 
Teven Road 52    315,000 
Crane Street 30    50,000 
Friday Hut Road 170    265,000 
Kalinga Street 30    201,000 
Beacon 10    116,000 
Russell Street 10    180,200 
Carrs Bridge 248,000 248,000   
 
Regional Roads Repair Program 182,000 185,000 188,700 192,500 
Reseals and Heavy Patching 1,802,000 1,849,000 1,881,000 1,913,000 
 
Funded from:     
Council Revenue 3,940,200 4,211,000 4,734,000 4,192,200 
Regional Roads Grant  182,000 185,000 188,700 192,500 
Roads to Recovery Grant 492,000 634,000 646,700 659,700 
Total 4,614,200 5,030,000 5,569,400 5,044,400 
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There will also be road reconstruction works carried over from the current 
financial year due to the large grant funding program being carried out during 
2017/18 (i.e Blackspot funding for the Ross Lane roundabout and 
straightening of The Coast Road). 
 
Location maps for the 2018/19 road projects are included as an attachment. 
 
Other matters - Coast Road Pedestrian Bridge 

At the February 2018 Ordinary meeting Council resolved as follows: 
 
That Council investigate the option of funding the installation of a safety 
barrier at the Angels Beach pedestrian overpass to reduce the risk of items 
being thrown from the overpass onto passing vehicles, as part of the 
preparation of the 2018/19 Operational Plan. 
 
The RMS has published a Technical Direction (BTD2012/01) in respect to the 
provision of safety screens on bridges.  A copy of the Technical Direction (TD) 
is attached to this report.  
 
One of the objectives of this TD is to establish the criteria to determine the 
need to provide safety screens on new bridges and to retrofit safety screens 
on existing bridges. 
 
The TD states, “the risk of serious injury associated with these incidents is 
mainly dependent on the height of the bridge above the road beneath and the 
speed of the vehicle that may be hit by the objects. Objects dropped from high 
bridges have the potential to cause severe impacts. However it is more 
difficult for perpetrators to target individual vehicles accurately.” 
 
The TD also notes “Accordingly, the speed of traffic on the road beneath the 
bridge is the most important factor in determining priorities. It is anticipated 
that bridges over rural roads where the posted speed limit is less than 80 
km/hr and for urban roads where the posted speed limit is less than 60 km/hr 
would only be screened in exceptional circumstances.” 
 
The TD includes a risk assessment to provide criteria to determine the 
demand for a screen.  The theoretical maximum score using the assessment 
criteria is 68. A score greater than or equal to 30 warrants action.  
 
Staff have completed the risk assessment and rate the risk score at 36.4. 
 
At the time of writing this report, no information is available from the NSW 
Police on the number of incidents that have been reported.  Council is only 
aware of one incident other than the one reported by Cr Cadwallader at the 
last Council meeting.   
 
The previous incident was a report in 2009 of children throwing rocks from the 
bridge. This did not result in any vehicular incidents.   
 
If the highest score is applied to the incident history criteria in the risk 
assessment, being the most conservative position to take without further data, 
the risk score increases to 41. 
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The RMS has provided some examples of projects and their costs and the 
rate per linear metre varies depending on the project.  Looking at an average 
of the rates provided, the likely cost for this project is at least $70,000. 
 
This is a difficult issue for Council to assess as the risk assessment indicates 
action is warranted, albeit the risk score is on the low end of the scale and we 
are aware of only one incident. It is also acknowledged the consequences of 
another incident could be severe.   
 
The inclusion of this project in Council’s budget can be justified due to the risk, 
however this would mean the deferral of a project previously scheduled for 
2018/19.   
 
If Council does not wish to defer a project another option is to seek approval 
to reduce the speed limit for the Coast Road at this location to 60 km/hr, as 
this would obviate the need for the screen based on the advice in the TD.   
 
The 80 km/hr limit at this location is typical for roads with no direct access, 
however the speed zone is only a short length, is in an urban environment and 
the new shared path is adjacent, meaning it is possible a reduction is 
appropriate in the circumstances. 
 
Based on the above, it is recommended Council make a request to the Local 
Traffic Committee to reduce the speed zone for the Coast Road at this 
location.   
 
If this request is not approved, a further report will be presented to Council 
prior to the adoption of the Delivery Program for 2018/19, to enable Council to 
determine its position. 
 
Legal / Resource / Financial Implications 

The purpose of this report has been to highlight the funding available for 
recurrent community infrastructure projects and to outline the preferred priority 
for projects. 
 
Consultation 

The priorities endorsed by Council will be exhibited for public comment as part 
of the draft 2018/19 Delivery Program and Operational Plan. 
 
Options 

The options available relate to the timing of the works identified in the report 
along with the priorities, with Councillors able to amend priorities based on 
community feedback.  
 
For example Wardell constituents consistently criticize Council for inadequate 
works in that township and there are limited works proposed for Wardell once 
again.  
 
The recommendation is to endorse the information included in the report as 
the priorities represent adopted programs or the latest assessments from 
technical staff. 
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There is also a recommendation in respect to the Angels Beach pedestrian 
bridge. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. That Council include in the draft 2018/19 Delivery Program and 
Operational Plan the recurrent capital expenditure priorities as outlined in 
this report. 

 
2. That Council request the Local Traffic Committee to approve a reduction 

in the speed zone for The Coast Road at Angels Beach to 60 km per 
hour, due to the safety concerns arising from the pedestrian bridge. 

 
 

Attachment(s) 

1. 2018/19 - Road reconstruction location map - without SRV 
2. 2018/19 - Road reconstruction location map - with SRV 
3. RMS Technical Direction - Provision of Safety Screens on Bridges  
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4.11 Community Infrastructure - Non-recurrent Projects and Funding 
 
Delivery Program Financial Services 

Objective To review the non-recurrent community infrastructure 
projects under consideration by Council. 

      
 

Background 

The capital expenditure in Council’s long term financial plan (LTFP) can be 
classified into two groups being recurrent and non-recurrent funded projects.  
 
Recurrent refers to items in the LTFP where an allocation of general revenue 
funding is provided, each and every year, to assist Council deliver core 
community infrastructure.  
 
Non-recurrent refers to items where capital expenditure funding is not required 
every year, however there are times when major injections of funding are 
needed (eg. swimming pools).  
 
This report examines the non-recurrent projects under consideration by 
Council. 
 
Key Issues 

• Priorities for community infrastructure 
• Funding options 
 
Information 

This non-recurrent community infrastructure report is submitted to Council 
each year as part of the preparation of the annual Operational Plan and 
Delivery Program as it allows Council to take stock of the numerous projects 
that people in the community wish to see delivered.  
 
The report is updated each year with details of projects completed and / or 
funded, along with identifying projects that are not yet funded. 
 
The report provides an opportunity for Councillors to review existing funding 
strategies and to identify any new projects that they wish to see considered.  A 
summary of the various projects is as follows. 
 
Projects completed or well advanced 
 
• Coastal Shared Path – A number of shared path segments are complete.  
 
• Ballina Town Centre – Largely complete with the Moon Street to Grant 

Street section of River Street still to be completed 
 

• Wardell and Alstonville Town Centres – Completed with the Wardell 
Boardwalk finalised this financial year 
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• Ballina Surf Club – Complete, excluding Building B, with a builder 
scheduled to commence the construction of that building within the next 
few weeks. 

 
• Northern Rivers Community Gallery Refurbishment – Complete with minor 

works on the adjacent fire station scheduled for this financial year. 
 

• Kentwell Community Centre – Complete 
 

• Lennox Head Cultural and Community Centre and Skate Park – Complete 
 

• Marine Rescue Tower – Complete 
 

• Wollongbar Sports Fields – To be completed this financial year 
 

• Ballina and Alstonville Swimming Pool Upgrades – To be completed this 
financial year. 

 
• Wollongbar Skate Park – Funding allocated with the development 

application being assessed by Council staff. 
 

• NSW Boating Now Plan – Funding strategy in place to finance a three 
year, part grant funded, program. 

 
• Lake Ainsworth South Eastern Precinct – Funding allocated for the 

eastern and southern precincts, subject to planning consent. 
 

• Missingham Park Concept Plan – Complete 
 
In addition to these projects the following projects are included in the LTFP in 
future years, although in some cases the funding may be at risk as it is reliant 
on land sales or grants. 

 
Projects in the LTFP 
 
• Shaws Bay Coastal Zone Management Plan – This plan has 

approximately $1.8m worth of works, both capital and operational, over a 
ten year period. The works are included in Council’s LTFP, albeit that 
some of the works are subject to grants being secured. A significant 
amount of works are planned for 2017/18. No change is recommended to 
the current funding strategy, although there may be a need to increase 
funding in future years, at some point in time to ensure the plan is fully 
implemented. 
 

• Skennars Head Sports Field Expansion – Council has $50,000 in 2017/18 
and $1,250,000 in 2018/19 allocated for this project. This funding is 
sourced from the Community Infrastructure Reserve ($1,150,000) and the 
Flat Rock Tent Park Reserve ($150,000). Unfortunately the estimates for 
this project are now closer to $2m to $2.2m.  
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The recommended strategy to finance this shortfall is to allocate $900,000 
of the $1.7m Council is expected to be allocated under round two of the 
State Government’s Stronger Country Communities grant program, with 
that funding likely to be announced towards the end of 2018. Council 
endorsed this project as one of the priorities for that program at the 
February 2018 Ordinary meeting. 

 
• Airport Boulevard – Funded in 2017/18 and / or 2018/19 through a $4m 

Federal Government grant and a $3m dividend from the Property 
Development Reserve. 
 

• Ballina Indoor Sports Centre (BISC) – Funded in 2017/18 and 2018/19 
from waste dividends ($5m) and the possible sale of the ARC building or 
Henderson Land residual ($3m), if grant funds of $3m are not secured.  

 
The preference is not to sell assets as they are a finite resource and prior 
to a sale decision being made alternative funding sources should be 
examined by Council, with one possible scenario being: 
 
a) Community Infrastructure Reserve – There is $700,000 available for 

community infrastructure projects in this reserve during 2018/19. That 
funding can be allocated to the BISC. 
 

b) Additional Waste Dividends – The Landfill and Resource Management 
Reserve is forecast to have a closing balance of approximately 
$700,000 as at 30 June 2019. Although it is not good financial 
management to leave this reserve with a very small balance, as a last 
resort, Council could fund $550,000 from this reserve. 

 
c) State Government – Stronger Country Communities Grant Program 

(Round Two) – Council is expected to receive $1.7m from this program 
during 2018/19. Mr Ben Franklin MLC, who it is understood has a 
significant say in how these funds are allocated by the State 
Government, has indicated that ideally some of these funds should be 
allocated to smaller projects as has occurred in round one. 

 
With $1.7m available and $900,000 recommended for the Skennars 
Head Sports Fields, as outlined earlier, this could still leave around 
$700,000 for the BISC. 

 
d) Coastal Shared Path Reserve – Council has $850,000 set aside in 

reserve to match grant funds for the completion of this project however 
it has now likely that Council will secure State and Federal 
Government grants to fully fund the $1.8m needed to complete the 
segment from the Skennars Head / Coast Road roundabout to Pat 
Morton. This reserve could be re-allocated to the BISC, again as a last 
resort, as the preference is to use this reserve to match a possible 
grant for the Coastal Walk, as outlined later in this report. 

 
These four items provide funding of $2.8m to help offset a large part of the 
$3m shortfall and it is now recommended that this be the preferred back-
up funding strategy for the BISC, if the grant applications are 
unsuccessful. Council currently has applications submitted with the State 
and Federal Governments for the $3m shortfall. 
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• Ballina Town Entry Statements – $700,000 was allocated in 2018/19 to 
this project based on property reserve movements. This project is now 
recommended to be placed on hold as this funding may be needed for the 
Ballina Indoor Sports Centre or for another priority of Council.  
 
For reference the various elements to this project are as follows. 

 
Table One - Ballina Town Entry Treatment Master Plan – Components ($) 

 
No. Project Original 

Estimate  Status Latest 
Estimate 

1 
Landscaping of median strip between the 
roundabouts at Quays Drive and Barlows Road / 
Keppel Street. 

322,000 On hold 400,000 

2 
Installation of tree planting blisters and tree planting 
along each side of River Street between Burns Point 
Ferry Road and Barlows Road/Keppel Street. 

224,000 On hold 280,000 

3 
Installation of tree planting blisters and tree planting 
along each side of River Street between Barlows 
Road/Keppel Street and Boatharbour Road. 

97,000 On hold 120,000 

4 
Installation of tree planting blisters and tree planting 
along each side of River Street between the Canal 
Bridge and Kerr Street. 

95,000 Complete N/A 

5 
Installation of tree planting blisters and tree planting 
along each side of Kerr Street between River Street 
and Fox Street. 

140,000 On hold 180,000 

6 

Installation of tree planting blisters and tree planting 
along each side of Tamarind Drive between the 
Canal Bridge and Southern Cross Drive. 
Landscaping/tree planting on the corner of Kerr 
Street and Tamarind Drive 

18,000 

Funded 
this 

financial 
year 

N/A 

7 
Roadside planting of trees on Tamarind Drive 
between Southern Cross Drive and Bicentennial 
Gardens. 

16,000 

Funded 
this 

financial 
year 

N/A 

 Total value of works still to be completed   980,000 

 
• Captain Cook Park Master Plan – Funding was allocated in future years 

for this project it is also recommended to place this project on hold due to 
the other essential projects being a higher priority. Once funding is 
available it is proposed to implement this master plan in stages as follows. 
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Table Two – Captain Cook Master Plan – Staged Implementation ($) 
 

Ref Item Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 Funded 
1.  Laneway and Car Park – access  750,000    

On hold 
2.  Public Art / Monument     50,000 On hold 
3.  Improved Pedestrian Entry - River Street  200,000    On hold 
4.  RSL Edge Landscaping 150,000     2017/18 
5.  Open Park Land – Paths etc    200,000  On hold 
6.  Public Wharf and Pontoon (Boating Now) 300,000     2017/18 
7.  Water Play Area – Drainage etc     500,000 On hold 
8.  Picnic Shelter – BBQs, Structures    150,000  On hold 
9.  Public Toilets     300,000 On hold 
10.  Jetty   350,000   

On hold 
11.  Landscape - Activity Zone / Fawcett Park   150,000   

On hold 
 Totals 450,000 950,000 500,000 350,000 850,000  

 
Items 4 and 6 are being implemented during the current financial year. 
 
• Pop Denison Park Master Plan – This plan has a works schedule totaling 

approximately $1.8m. The works are fully funded by developer 
contributions and $350,000 is included in the 2017/18 financial year based 
on the amount of developer contributions collected to date. Funds will be 
allocated in future years as and when developer contributions are 
collected. 

 
• Ballina Town Centre – Moon Street to Grant Street – Funded in 2018/19, 

from loans, at an estimated cost of $2.5m, with the loan repayments 
funded through commercial property rentals. 

 
Other projects that have been identified as priorities and are currently not 
included in Council’s LTFP include the following items. 
 
Projects without a confirmed funding strategy in the LTFP 

 
• Lennox Head Town Centre Village Renewal – $5.5m is the latest estimate 

based on preliminary designs. The adopted 2017/18 Operational Plan 
includes the following action: 

 
Progress Lennox Head Town Centre Village Renewal and confirm funding 
strategy for preferred completion by December 2021 
 
In respect to the estimated cost of $5.5m, expenditure of this magnitude is 
difficult to finance from revenue and / or reserves and the only realistic 
option available is loan funds.  
 
As this project involves the renewal of existing infrastructure, it is eligible 
for a NSW Treasury Corporation low interest loan.  
 
For the current swimming pool redevelopment projects Council has been 
able to obtain fixed rate loans at interest rates of between 3.50% and 
4.00% (approximately). 
 
Based on an estimated construction cost of $5.5m the annual repayments 
at 4% for 15 and 20 years would range from approximately $400,000 (20 
years) to $500,000 (15 years).   
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If the works had to be completed by December 2021, Council would 
borrow the loan funds part way during the 2021/22 financial year. This 
means that for 2021/22 there would be an annual repayment of $200,000 
to $250,000 (approximately 50% of the annual repayment) and the full 
repayments would commence in 2022/23.  
 
An annual repayment of $400,000 or $500,000 would impact negatively on 
Council’s recurrent budget and a strategy to finance any future loan 
repayments needs to be identified by Council. 
 
Some existing loans for previous Ballina Town Centre works expire during 
2017/18 and 2018/19 however they are being partially offset by a new loan 
of $2.5m for the River Street beautification works between Moon and 
Grant Streets (estimated cost of $2.5m) which are scheduled for 2018/19.  
 
By 2021/22 the loan repayments for the Ballina Town Centre works are 
forecast to be approximately $180,000 less than the existing repayments, 
even with the $2.5m in new loans. 
 
The $180,000 reduction is currently financed by a reduction in the 
recurrent capital expenditure budget for roads of $80,000 and the 
remaining $100,000 is funded through the Community Infrastructure 
Reserve, with income from commercial properties generating the revenue 
for that reserve. Refer to the earlier report in this agenda in respect to the 
Property Reserve forecasts. 
 
With existing repayments decreasing by $180,000 there is scope to further 
borrow and fund those repayments from the existing sources (i.e. $80,000 
reduction in recurrent capital expenditure and $100,000 from the 
Community Infrastructure Reserve). 
 
A repayment of $180,000 equates to a loan of approximately $2m based 
on a 15 year term, which means Council could borrow that amount 
towards the Lennox Head project, although it still leaves a shortfall of 
$3.5m.  
 
Council’s LTFP currently has $1m in dividends being sourced from the 
Landfill and Resource Management (LRM) Reserve (Waste) from 2020/21 
onwards with those funds allocated to asset renewal works.  
 
The allocation of those funds is arbitrary at the moment as per the 
following table. 
 

Table Three – Forecast Allocation of Future Waste Dividends 
 

Item 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 
Roads 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 
Open Spaces 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 
Buildings 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 
Totals 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 
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The LTFP is sourcing funds from the LRM reserve as even with the 
proposed special rate variation, which has a strong focus on the extra 
revenue being allocated to asset renewal, additional funds still need to be 
expended on asset renewal to ensure that Council is reaching the Fit for 
the Future benchmarks. Council should be expending, each year on 
average, an amount at least equivalent to the annual depreciation 
expense to meet the benchmark. 
 
The positive about the Lennox Head Town Centre Village renewal is that it 
is asset renewal (i.e. reconstructing road, footpaths, drainage etc).  
 
Therefore one option could be to allocate the 2020/21 and 2021/22 LRM 
dividends to this project.  
 
This would then leave a shortfall of $1.5m.  
 
To cater for this shortfall the Community Infrastructure project funding 
identified in the Community Infrastructure Reserve movements for 2019/20 
and 2020/21 could be reallocated to this project.  
 
The funds available from that reserve for those years would be reduced to 
$750,000 per annum (from the $850,000 included in the report elsewhere 
in this agenda for the Property Reserves) based on $100,000 now being 
allocated to the additional loan repayments mentioned earlier. 
 
This is a reasonable approach if this is the preferred priority for Council. 
 
In summary the Lennox Head Village Renewal works would be funded by 
December 2021 as follows: 
 
• Loan - $2m - $1m in 2020/21 and $1m in 2021/22 – Repayments 

funded $100,000 from the Community Infrastructure Reserve and 
$80,000 from recurrent Roads Reconstruction budget  

• LRM Dividends - $2m - $1m in 2020/21 and $1m in 2021/22 
• Community Infrastructure Reserve - $1.5m - $750,000 in 2019/20 and 

$750,000 in 2020/21. 
 
There are uncertainties with respect to this proposal (i.e. variations in 
waste revenues and property development revenues) however it is a 
reasonable approach for forward financial planning, recognising that 
Council will regularly review these forecasts. 

 
• Coastal Walk – Estimated cost of approximately $1.7m – Council has 

applied for 50% grant funding through the State Government’s Restart 
NSW grant program with that application being approved to proceed to 
round two of the assessment phase.  
 
There are no Council funds allocated to the project, although an 
application has been submitted for $100,000 in Public Reserve 
Management Funds (PRMF) to complete a component of the works.  
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With Council securing 100% grant funding for the Coastal Shared Path 
segment from Skennars Head to Pat Morton the preferred option is to use 
the $850,000 in the Shared Path / Walk reserve to match this grant, if 
successful, although that will now depend on the success of grant funding 
for the BISC as per the earlier comments in this report.  
 
If the BISC does secure grant funding then the $850,000 can match the 
Restart NSW grant, if successful, or alternatively allow Council to 
undertake segments of this project, without any grant funding. 
 
There is the possibility that Council could secure the grant funds and not 
have the $850,000 available due to the reserve being expended on the 
BISC. If that does occur Council will have to review what other projects 
can be deferred to allow matching funding to be allocated to the grant. 

 
• SES Building – Council has a statutory responsibility to provide a new 

building with no funds allocated to the project.  
 

It has been uncertain when a new or expanded building will be needed 
and this is now becoming a high priority project due to existing site 
constraints for the SES. There is currently no funding allocated in the 
LTFP for this project. 
 
The Civil Services Group is working with local SES officers to determine 
the preferred site location and building design and the very preliminary 
estimate is that Council may be looking at up to $1.5m to $2m for a new 
building dependent on the overall level of services provided.  
 
For example Port Macquarie recently completed a new facility at a cost of 
$1.7m, albeit that building also includes an emergency operations centre. 
 
The NSW Government has allocated $200,000 towards this project, which 
will assist with the evaluation, design and approval phases.  
 
No other grant programs have been identified to fund the construction of 
the building and Council will need to continue to lobby State and Federal 
Governments to determine whether any grants can be secured. 
 
Council has very limited funding opportunities available for this project as 
loans will adversely impact our recurrent budget, and there is little in the 
way of funds available in Council’s internal reserves. 
 
One potential option could be to source funding from the proposed special 
rate variation (SRV).  
 
The majority of the SRV is to be expended on asset renewal and the 
preliminary allocation of funds from that proposal for asset renewal is as 
follows: 

Table Four – SRV Asset Renewal Program ($) 
 

Item 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 
Stormwater 0 0 274,300 
Roads 389,600 711,100 900,000 
Community Buildings 0 150,000 280,000 
Open Spaces 0 270,000 480,000 
Totals 389,600 1,131,100 1,934,300 
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If the proposed SRV proceeds and the designs and approvals were in 
place for the replacement SES building, Council could potentially allocate 
all or the majority of the asset renewal monies for say, 2019/20 or 
2020/21, for the replacement building, as it is a community building. 
 
This does take money away from other essential infrastructure areas, 
however the key focus of the special rate variation is asset renewal, and 
the replacement SES building is a key asset renewal project. 
 
The actual allocation of funding to this project from this revenue source 
may have to be apportioned between what Council determines is asset 
renewal works and what is deemed an expansion of the service to ensure 
Council complies with any special rate variation approval, assuming it is 
approved by IPART. 
 
The allocation of this funding depends entirely on when the design and 
approvals for this building are in place, and for the purposes of this report 
it is reasonable that the possible funding strategy will be the reallocation of 
a significant component of the proposed special rate variation revenues. 

 
• Ballina Marina Master Plan – Council has adopted this master plan and it 

is not intended for Council to fund any of the work. The preference is to 
lobby the State Government to progress the project. 

 
• Martin Street Boat Harbour Master Plan – Council has adopted a master 

plan for this precinct with no funds allocated and no funding is foreseeable 
in the short to mid-term. 

 
• North Creek Dredging – Approval - The estimated cost of this project, 

which is only to obtain planning consent and not for dredging, is 
approximately $729,000 with Council undertaking certain stages of the 
feasibility process. There is no funding available to complete all stages of 
the approval process and no readily available funding source. Reports are 
being submitted to Council on that project based on a staged approach. 

 
• Lennox Head Surf Club – Estimated cost of approximately $5m based on 

preliminary designs with funding only allocated for the design and approval 
of the project. Grant funding is the preferred funding source for this 
project. 

 
• Lennox Head Rural Fire Service Shed – The current shed has a temporary 

development consent approval and Council is obliged to fund a new 
permanent shed. The consent is for a period of 10 years commencing 12 
November 2012 (DA 2012/297). This means the onus is Council to provide 
a new facility prior to November 2022.  

 
The acquisition of the Byron Bay Road property provides an excellent site 
for this shed and once the alignment of Hutley Drive is confirmed, an 
examination of location and costs for the shed on this site can be 
completed. 

 
• 9 Commercial Road, Alstonville – An amount of approximately $180,000 is 

needed to provide public car parking on this vacant Council property.  
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In discussions with Commercial Services staff it is agreed that it would be 
beneficial to have these works completed as the property requires 
constant mowing and there are occasional complaints from neighbours in 
respect to the condition of the property. The additional car parks will also 
benefit the Alstonville Town Centre. 
 
The Flat Rock Tent Park reserve is forecast to have a closing balance of 
$626,000 as at 30 June 2019 and with limited capital expenditure needed 
for the Park the recommendation is to approve a transfer of $200,000 from 
that reserve to fund these works during 2018/19. 

 
• Hutley Drive / North Creek Road intersection – This project is in Council’s 

Section 94 Roads Plan which means Council has a statutory responsibility 
to deliver the project. The project has a nominal budget in the LTFP 
funded by developer contributions. Separate reports will be submitted to 
Council on funding strategies for this project.  

 
• Section 94 Roads Plan – The Section 94 Roads Plan has tens of millions 

of dollars of road infrastructure projects identified over the next 20 years 
and the timing of those works will depend on the collection of developer 
contributions. 

 
• Ballina Ocean Pool – This project is supported by Council subject to the 

works being funded by the community. 
 
Legal / Resource / Financial Implications 

The financial implications of this report are dependent on the priorities 
determined by Council. 
 
Consultation 

The majority of the projects mentioned in this report have been identified 
through public consultation processes. 
 
Options 

There are numerous options available in respect to this report and they are 
entirely dependent on the priority Council wishes to place on community 
infrastructure projects. 
 
For the purposes of preparing the draft 2018/19 Delivery Program, 
Operational Plan and Long Term Financial Plan the preferred strategies, 
based on the contents of this report, are: 

 
1. Skennars Head Sports Field Expansion – $2.2m budget – $50,000 in 

2017/18 and $1,250,000 in 2018/19 already allocated, plus $900,000 from 
round two of the State Government’s Stronger Country Communities grant 
program. 
 

2. Ballina Indoor Sports Centre (BISC) – $3m shortfall – contingency funding 
for 2018/19 as follows: 

 
a) Community Infrastructure Reserve – $700,000 
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b) Landfill and Resource Management Reserve - $550,000  
c) State Government – Stronger Country Communities Grant Program 

(Round Two) – $700,000  
d) Coastal Shared Path Reserve – $850,000  
 

3. Lennox Head Village Renewal Works - $5.5m - Funded by December 
2021 as follows: 
 
• Loan - $2m - $1m in 2020/21 and $1m in 2021/22   
• LRM Dividends - $2m - $1m in 2020/21 and $1m in 2021/22 
• Community Infrastructure Reserve - $1.5m - $750,000 in 2019/20 and 

$750,000 in 2020/21. 
 
4. Coastal Walk - $1.7m – Preferred funding confirmed as 50% from the 

State Government’s Restart NSW program and 50% from Council’s 
internal Coastal Shared Path reserve, with Council acknowledging this 
reserve may be required as contingency funding for the BISC. 
 

5. SES Building - $1.5m – Likely funding source to be the complete allocation 
of one financial year’s revenue from the proposed special rate variation, if 
approved. 

 
6. Lennox Head Rural Fire Shed – Subject to further reporting with a possible 

location being the recently acquired property on Byron Bay Road. 
 

7. 9 Commercial Road, Alstonville - $200,000 transferred from the Flat Rock 
Tent Park reserve to construct the car park planned for the property. 

 
8. Hutley Drive and Section 94 Roads Plan – Subject to further reports 

dependent on Section 94 collections. 
 
These points highlight the key issues raised in this report and it is 
recommended that the draft 2018/19 Delivery Program, Operational Plan and 
LTFP be prepared based on these principles. 
 
Those documents will then be submitted to Council at the April 2018 Finance 
Committee for further review and to seek approval to publically exhibit the 
draft documents. 
 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

That Council authorises the preparation of the draft 2018/19 Delivery 
Program, Operational Plan and Long Term Financial Plan based on the 
contents of this report, for reporting to the April 2018 Finance Committee 
meeting, prior to public exhibition. 

 

Attachment(s) 

Nil 
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